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ABSTRACT
Recombinant binding proteins are becoming increasingly important in various
applications, including diagnostics, basic research, and therapeutics. Therefore, the
demand for recombinant binding proteins will increase in the future, making it
essential to enhance protein production methods. One approach is to improve
heterologous expression, in which proteins are produced outside their native hosts.
Escherichia coli has been a workhorse of heterologous expression for decades due
to easy cultivation, cost efficiency, well-known genetics, and compatibility with
phage display. However, the production of heterologous proteins in E. coli can
sometimes be very difficult. Often the problems in heterologous expression are
related to codon usage, which works as a control mechanism of protein translation,
especially in bacteria. Different organisms do not use codons in the same manner,
and in some cases, a heterologously expressed gene can include codons that are
rarely or too frequently used in E. coli, which can disturb the codon usage derived
control of translation. Many studies have reported improved yields of heterologous
proteins produced in E.coli when the codon usage of the heterologous gene has
been recoded to suit better for E. coli. Most often, recombinant binding proteins
used in the previously mentioned applications are not native proteins of E. coli
either, and many times their production or phage display in E. coli can be very
cumbersome. In this thesis, we aimed to improve expression and phage display
properties of two essential recombinant binding proteins in E. coli through
modulation of codon usage. One binding protein was an antibody fragment called
fragment antigen binding (Fab) and another artificial recombinant binding protein
called Designed Ankyrin Repeat Protein (DARPin). In the first publication, the
expression and phage display efficiency of a human anti-digoxigenin Fab fragment
was improved by codon harmonizing the selected segments of the Fab fragment
gene. In the second publication, expression and secretion properties of Fab
fragments were improved by selecting enhanced signal sequence variants from
PelB signal sequence libraries, which included only codon changes. In the third
publication, the signal sequence libraries were used to enhance Sec dependent
phage display of an anti-GFP DARPin and a DARPin library.
KEYWORDS: Codon usage, protein expression, E. coli, Fab fragment, DARPin
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Rekombinanttisitojaproteiineista on tulossa yhä tärkeämpiä diagnostiikassa,
perustutkimuksessa ja lääkinnällisissä sovelluksissa. Tästä syystä rekombinanttisitojaproteiinien kysyntä tulee kasvamaan tulevaisuudessa, minkä vuoksi erilaisten
proteiinituottomenetelmien kehittäminen on olennaisen tärkeää. Yksi lähestymistapa on kehittää heterologista ekspressiota, jossa proteiineja tuotetaan luonnollisen
isännän ulkopuolella. Escherichia coli on vuosikymmeniä toiminut heterologisen
proteiinituoton työhevosena, johtuen helpoista ja halvoista kasvatusmenetelmistä,
hyvin tunnetusta genetiikasta sekä yhteensopivuudesta faaginäyttötekniikan kanssa.
Proteiinien tuottaminen luonnollisen isännän ulkopuolella voi kuitenkin toisinaan
olla hyvin vaikeaa. Heterologisen proteiinituoton ongelmat liittyvät monesti
kodonikäyttöön, joka toimii proteiinien translaation kontrollimekanismina erityisesti bakteereissa. Eri organismit eivät käytä kodoneja samalla tavalla, ja joissakin
tapauksissa heterologisesti ilmennetty geeni voi sisältää kodoneja, joita käytetään
harvoin tai liian usein E. colissa, mikä puolestaan voi häiritä kodonikäyttöpohjaista
proteiinitranslaation kontrollointia. Monet tutkimukset ovat raportoineet
heterologisten proteiinien tuottotasojen kasvaneen, kun heterologisesti ilmennetyn
geenin kodonikäyttöä on muokattu E. colille sopivaksi. Rekombinanttisitojaproteiinit, joita käytetään yllä mainituissa sovelluksissa, eivät useimmiten ole
E. colin luonnollisia proteiineja. Tästä syystä niiden tuottaminen ja faaginäyttö E.
colissa voi olla hyvin vaivalloista. Tämän väitöstutkimuksen tarkoituksena oli
parantaa kahden rekombinanttisitojaproteiinin proteiinituottoa ja faaginäyttöä E.
colissa kodonikäytön muokkauksen avulla. Yksi sitojaproteiini oli vasta-aineen osa
nimeltään ”anigeeniä sitova osa” (Fab-osa) ja toinen keinotekoinen rekombinanttisitojaproteiini nimeltään ”suunniteltu ankyriinitoistoproteiini” (DARPin).
Ensimmäisessä julkaisussa ihmisen digoxigeniiniä sitovan Fab-osan tuottoa ja
faaginäyttöä parannettiin harmonisoimalla Fab-osan geenin valikoitujen alueiden
kodonikäyttö. Toisessa ja kolmannessa julkaisussa Fab-osien ja DARPiinien
tuotto- sekä eritysominaisuuksia parannettiin valikoimalla parantuneita signaalisekvenssivariantteja PelB signaalisekvenssikirjastoista, jotka sisälsivät vain
kodonimuutoksia.
ASIASANAT: Kodonikäyttö, proteiinituotto, E. coli, Fab-osa, DARPin
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1

Introduction

Efficient protein expression is essential when producing different proteins for
various purposes, and one of the cornerstones of contemporary biotechnology is the
ability to produce proteins in organisms that do not normally produce them. This
procedure is called heterologous expression [1,2]. Escherichia coli is a popular
host for heterologous expression due to the cost efficiency, easy cultivation and
compatibility with phage display, which is an essential part of many directed
evolution experiments [3,4]. Nevertheless, heterologous expression campaigns
implemented by using E. coli often face hurdles like low expression or issues with
solubility et cetera. In recent years, researchers have discovered that codon usage
works as an underlying control mechanism in different phases of the protein
expression by controlling, for example, translation speed and mRNA secondary
structure formation [5]. Different species do not use codons in the same manner,
but the identities of preferred and avoided codons vary between species, sometimes
significantly [6]. This discrepancy in codon usage between species can disturb the
control mechanism, and thus cause problems, especially in heterologous expression
[7]. The effect of codon usage on translation is particularly pronounced in
prokaryotes [8], and in many cases expression of mammalian proteins has proven
to be very challenging without recoding the genes to suit better for E. coli [2].
One important group of mammalian proteins expressed in E. coli is
recombinant antibodies, which are widely used in different applications, including
diagnostics, basic research, and therapeutics. In E. coli, almost all recombinant
antibodies are expressed as antibody fragments to facilitate the production and to
ensure compatibility with phage display [3,4]. Furthermore, utilization of
recombinant antibody fragments can be highly beneficial in some applications like
diagnostics and imaging [3,9,10]. Among recombinant antibody fragments, Fab
fragments (fragment antigen binding) are especially attractive; they are more stable
compared to single-chain fragments and can be more easily converted to full-length
antibodies [11,12]. However, due to different reasons, the expression levels of Fab
fragments are many times quite low [13–16]. In addition to the recombinant
antibodies, binders based on non-immunoglobulin scaffolds have gotten more
attention, because they are simpler than recombinant antibodies, and easier to
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express in E. coli. However, also non-immunoglobulin based scaffolds have
putative shortcomings when it comes to clinical applications and overthrowing
recombinant antibodies [17,18]. Furthermore, although many binders based on
non-immunoglobulin scaffolds are highly expressing, there can be problems
regarding phage display, for example, when utilizing commonly used high-capacity
post-translational translocation pathway Sec [19]. This thesis aimed to improve the
expression of a synthetic human Fab fragment and display efficiency of a class of
non-immunoglobulin scaffold based binder called DARPins (Designed Ankyrin
Repeat Proteins) in Escherichia coli through modulation of codon usage.
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2

Review of literature

This literature review is composed of three main chapters, which connect the thesis
to a broader context and explain and cover the topics of the thesis. The first chapter
briefly introduces different recombinant binding protein formats, while keeping
emphasis mainly on clinically relevant or promising binders. The second chapter
describes how the modulation of codon usage – the central theme of the thesis –
affects protein expression in E. coli. Finally, the improvement of recombinant
antibody expression is an extensively studied topic, and hence the third chapter
reviews different approaches utilized to improve the expression of recombinant
antibodies in E. coli.

2.1

Recombinant binding protein formats

2.1.1

Binders based on typical immunoglobulin scaffold

Immunoglobulins, which are key players of the natural immune system, can be
divided into five different classes according to the type of heavy chain. The
immunoglobulin classes are IgM, IgE, IgD, IgA and IgG, of which IgG class is the
most abundant in human serum and also almost exclusively used in therapeutic
applications as full-length antibodies [10,20,21]. Full-length antibodies based on
IgG are large (~150 kDa) multidomain proteins composed of two light and heavy
chains, which can be further divided into variable light domain (VL), constant light
domain (CL), variable heavy domain (VH) and three constant heavy domains (CH1,
CH2 and CH3) (Figure 1). Six regions called complementary-determining regions
(CDR), which are evenly distributed between the VH (CDRH1, 2 and 3) and VL
(CDRL1, 2 and 3), are responsible for binding of the antigen [17,21]. The modular
nature of the antibodies makes it possible to generate smaller fragments from the
antibodies, and these fragments can be modified even further. The fragments can
be produced, for example, by the means of genetic engineering or enzymatic
treatment. The most common antibody fragments based on typical immunoglobulin
scaffold are single-chain variable fragment (ScFv), fragment antigen binding (Fab)
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and domain antibodies (dAbs) [22]. The antibody fragment formats and their
derivatives are illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic structures of a full-length antibody (Immunoglobulin G), different antibody
fragments, and antibody fragment derivatives. Variable light and heavy domains are
colored in red and blue, respectively. Constant light domain and constant heavy 1
domain are colored in green and orange. Constant heavy domains 2 and 3 are colored
in black and grey. Black lines between the domains of ScFvs are linker sequences,
which connect the domains. Dashed line represents disulfide bond.
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ScFvs are 25–27 kDa sized fragments that are composed of VL and VH domains
connected by the flexible linker, which is usually rich in serine and glycine
residues [10,22–24] (Figure 1). The linker is usually 15 residues long (the linker
should be at least ~3.5 nm long), and is not prone to form ordered secondary
structures [25]. The ScFv fragment can be further modified into several different
derivatives like Tandem-ScFvs, which connects two different ScFvs via ~25
residues long helical or flexible peptide linker (Figure 1). Consequently, TandemScFvs can be bivalent or bispecific [26–28]. Currently there are two ScFv format
based therapeutic agents, Brolucizumab (humanized ScFv) and Blinatumomab
(Murine bispecific Tandem-ScFv), approved by the European Medicines Agency
(EMA) or the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [29]. Further ScFv derivatives
include Diabodies [30], dual affinity retargeting proteins DARTs® [31] and
TandAbs [32] (Figure 1). In Diabody format, the linker between the two variable
domains is so short that intrachain VH–VL pair cannot form, but instead interchain
VH–VL pairs are formed with another construct with the same arrangement [30].
DART® format is basically the same as Diabody format, but it has an interdomain
disulfide bridge [31]. TandAb format in turn connects two Diabodies to form a
tetravalent binder [32].
Fabs are ~55 kDa sized fragments that contain CL and CH1 domains in addition
to the VH and VL domains [10,33] (Figure 1). The light and heavy chains are
assembled together via interdomain disulfide bond between CL and CH1 [22]. Fabs
have many advantages compared to ScFvs, including stability, native structure and
easier conversion into the IgG format without the risk of compromising binding
affinity. Furthermore, Fabs can be detected by various secondary antibodies
[12,22,34]. So far, there are three Fab fragments approved by the EMA and FDA
[29]. Another Fab based format F(ab´)2 is composed of two antigen binding arms
connected by the Ig hinge region (Figure 1). The F(ab´)2 is approximately twice the
size of Fab fragment (~110 kDa). Both formats, Fab and F(ab´)2, can be produced
enzymatically by digesting the with papain or pepsin, respectively, or by the means
of genetic engineering [10,22].
Domain antibodies, dAbs, are 11–15 kDa sized individual VH or VL domains,
which binding potential was initially demonstrated in phage display selection
against lysozyme [35] (Figure 1). Domain antibodies are prone to aggregate, but
certain changes, including replacement of hydrophobic residues with more
hydrophilic residues at positions 44, 45 and 47 of the VH [36], and extension of
CDRH3 loop may improve the biophysical properties of the domain antibodies
[37]. Individual domain antibodies might possess some potential in clinical
applications, but until this day, domain antibodies have been mostly used as fusion
partners in larger multispecific constructs [22,28,38,39].
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2.1.2

Binders based on atypical immunoglobulin scaffold

Besides typical IgG scaffold (IgG1), Camels, Llamas and Alpacas have two types
of IgGs (IgG2 and IgG3) that are different from other mammals (Figure 2). These
heavy chain IgGs, or HCAbs, are special because they don’t contain the light chain
(hence the name) or the CH1 domain, which are present in the typical IgGs. The
difference between IgG2 and IgG3 is the length of the hinge region, which is
shorter in IgG2. Since HCAbs don’t bear the light chain or CH1 domain, the
variable heavy domains (VHH) of the HCAbs have naturally evolved to function as
a single domain. Therefore, there has been an interest to use the VHH domains as
individual domains (also known as Nanobodies), which are 12–15 kDa in size,
soluble and stable [22,40–44]. Due to the aforementioned characteristics, the
natural design of the Nanobody has also been used as a template to improve the
biophysical properties of human dAbs [36]. Compared to the VH of the typical IgG,
the Nanobody has more hydrophilic framework 2 (FW2) region, longer CDR1 and
CDR3 loops, and one extra disulfide bond between CDR1 and CDR3. The
hydrophilic residues in the FW2 region of the Nanobody are those, which usually
interact with VL in typical IgGs [45,46]. The renal cut-off value is ~60 kDa, which
means that individual Nanobodies are rapidly filtered out from the bloodstream by
the kidneys, usually within two hours [47,48]. The rapid clearance can be
advantageous in some cases, like certain cancer treatments [42] or imaging [48],
but disadvantageous in inflammatory or infectious diseases [47,49]. At the
moment, there is one Nanobody based drug, Cablivi™, which is approved by the
EMA and FDA for the treatment of thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura [29].
Yet another rarity, which is found in cartilaginous fishes, is a variable domain
of New Antigen Receptor (VNAR) [50], which is similar to the Nanobody, since it
does not have the light chain [22] (Figure 2). Further similarities include small size
(11–12 kDa) and high stability [22,41]. However, one striking difference compared
to the variable domains of typical IgGs and Nanonody is the lack of CDR2 region.
Furthermore, the VNARs contain regions called hypervariable loops, HV2 and
HV4 (HV4 also affects the binding of the antigen), which are frequently mutated,
and located between the CDR1 and CDR3 [51,52]. The CDR3 loop of the VNARs
can be extraordinarily long, up to 40 residues [53], but the average length is about
14–18 residues [54].
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Figure 2. Schematic structures of a camelid heavy chain immunoglobulin G, VHH domain (or
Nanobody), shark heavy chain antibody (Ig-NAR) and new antigen receptor (VNAR).
Constant heavy domains 2 and 3 of the camelid heavy chain IgG are colored in black
and grey. VHH domain is olive green. Constant domains 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the shark
heavy chain antibody are colored in light blue, dark blue, purple, dark red and yellow,
respectively. VNAR fragment is colored in blue.
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2.1.3

Binders based on non-immunoglobulin scaffold

Binders based on non-immunoglobulin scaffolds (non-IgG scaffolds) provide a
worthy addition to the set of recombinant binders, since many of the non-IgG
scaffolds can be easily expressed in high yields in E. coli, they are simple (e.g. no
need for post-translational modifications, small size and most of them don’t contain
disulfide bonds) and many of them are very stable [17,18,55]. Almost all binders
based on non-IgG scaffolds, which are of clinical interest, are derived from
naturally occurring molecules [18], including Adnectins (fibronectin type III) [56–
58], Anticalins (lipocalins) [59], Avimers (A-domain of cell surface receptors)
[60], Fynomers (FYN tyrosine kinase) [61,62], Kunitz domains (Kunitz-type
protease inhibitors) [63–65], Knottins (found from many species e.g. Conus
magnus) [66,67] and Affibodies (protein A from Staphylococcus aureus) [68].
However, there is a one type of binder called DARPin (Designed Ankyrin Repeat
Protein), which is of artificial origin. DARPins are composed of varying number of
ankyrin repeats, which occur abundantly in nature, between N-capping and Ccapping domains. DARPins allow very flexible design and engineering, since
ankyrin repeats between the capping domains can be added, shuffled or deleted
[69,70]. Structures of the binders based on non-immunoglobulin scaffolds are
represented in the Figure 3.
To date, the most successful non-IgG scaffold-based binders from therapeutic
point-of-view have been Knottin and Kunitz domain, since there are two approved
drugs based on Knottin (Prialt and Linzess) and one based on Kunitz domain
(Ecallantide) [18]. Recently, the FDA accepted Biologics License Application
(BLA) of a DARPin based drug called Abicipar, which is used for the treatment of
neovascular age-related macular degeneration. Furthermore, the EMA approved the
Marketing Authorization Application (MAA) of Abicipar [71].
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Figure 3. Cartoon structures of the binders based on non-immunoglobulin scaffold. Structures of
Adnectin (PDB ID: 1ttg), Anticalin (3bx7), Avimer (1ajj), Fynomer (1m27), Kunitz
domain (1kth), Knottin (2it7), Affibody (1q2n) and DARPin (1svx) were retrieved from
Protein Data Bank and visualized by PyMOL Viewer. Disulfide bridges are shown in
red and antigen contact sites in green. N-capping and C-capping domains of DARPin
are shown in orange and gray, respectively.
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2.2

Synonymous codon usage and its effects on
protein expression in E. coli

2.2.1

Synonymous codon usage bias

The genetic code is redundant, which means that there are 64 different codons
encoding 20 amino acids and three translation stop signals. Due to the redundancy
of the genetic code, each amino acid, excluding methionine and tryptophan, is
encoded by more than one codon. Codons that encode the same amino acid are
called “synonymous codons” [72]. The synonymous codons are not used equally,
but some synonymous codons are preferred (i.e. more frequently used) over others.
The identities of preferred codons can vary significantly between species [73] and
between genes [74] in the genome of an organism. This phenomenon is called
“synonymous codon usage bias” [6,75,76] (Figure 4). If synonymous codon is
changed to another synonymous codon encoding the same amino acid, it is called
“synonymous mutation”. There are two main hypotheses to explain the existence of
codon usage bias: mutation hypothesis and natural selection hypothesis. The
mutation hypothesis claims that some codons are more favorable targets for
mutations than others, and therefore, occur in lower frequencies [77,78]. The
selection hypothesis in turn suggests that an organism gains fitness benefits (e.g.
more efficient and accurate translation of proteins) as a result of some synonymous
mutation(s), which is/are then passed forward [79]. It is important to note that these
hypotheses do not exclude each other, but they co-exist, and shape the codon usage
of organisms together [79,80].
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Figure 4. Illustration of codon usage bias within organisms and between organisms. The codon
usage frequencies of the selected organisms were retrieved from Kazusa Codon
Usage Database [81] and visualized by a greyscale heat map. The heat map
represents the usage distribution of codons in the synonymous codon set. Methionine,
tryptophan and the stop codons are excluded from the dataset. A rectangular heat
map below the codon usage heat map illustrates the occurrence frequency of guanine
and cytosine bases at the third position of codons.
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2.2.2

Concept of codon optimality

The concept of codon optimality is traditionally based on a hypothesis according to
which highly expressed genes are under strong selection pressure in terms of
translational efficiency [82,83]. Therefore, codons that frequently occur in the
highly expressed genes are considered to be the most optimal codons in terms of
translation [83]. In addition to the enrichment in the highly expressed genes, the
optimal codons are usually recognized by abundant tRNA species [84,85] and pair
with tRNAs via Watson-Crick (WC) interaction instead of wobble interaction [85].
Generally, tRNA abundance correlates with faster translation rate of a codon
[75,82,86], but also the mode of codon–anti-codon interaction has an effect (WC
interaction is thought to be “faster”) [87]. In contrast, rare codons (codon usage
frequency < 1 % in the genome of E. coli), which are enriched in lowly expressed
genes, are traditionally considered as translationally non-optimal, because they are
recognized by low abundance tRNA species and therefore translated slowly [7,88–
90]. During the years, many different codon usage tables have been established to
rank all the 64 codons and to point out the most optimal codons in the codon set
[83–85,91]. Consequently, the traditional approach for increasing protein
expression – with varying success – has been codon-optimization, which replaces
all the codons of a gene with the most optimal codon encoding that same amino
acid [1,16,92–96]. However, as for the efficient expression of proteins, judging
codons as optimal or non-optimal solely based on previously mentioned
characteristics is not entirely valid, because the “optimality” of a codon also
depends on the location of the codon in a gene, and other context dependent
variables like codon-pair bias. Local and other context-dependent variables, which
have an influence on the choice of the most suitable codon in terms of expression,
are reviewed in the following sections.

2.2.3

Codon usage at the start of the open reading frame

In many organisms, around the first 30–50 codons (~20 codons in E. coli ) of an
open reading frame (ORF) are generally translated with rare codons [97,98].
Tuller and colleagues showed that rare codons at the start of the ORF increase
translational efficiency, which led to a theory called “ramp”. According to the
“ramp theory”, rare codons at the start of the ORF slow down the ribosomes at
the initial stage of translation elongation, thus reducing “ribosomal traffic jams”
[97]. However, further studies implemented with E. coli suggested that increased
translational efficiency was not due to the codon rarity itself, but due to reduced
mRNA secondary structures near the translation start site (TSS). The studies
suggested that reduced mRNA secondary structures near the TSS make the
ribosome binding site more accessible to the ribosome, thereby facilitating the
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translation initiation and increasing protein expression [99–101]. The finding
made sense because rare codons in E. coli are usually AT-rich at the third
position, and besides, Bentele et al. demonstrated that rare codons are only
preferred at the start of the ORF if they are AT-rich [100–102]. Regarding the
relationship between mRNA secondary structures near the TSS and protein
expression, the most important region relative to the start codon was found to be
-4–+37 nucleotides [99], in which the position +10 nucleotides exhibited the
strongest correlation between mRNA secondary structures and protein expression
[100]. Furthermore, mRNA secondary structures with Gibbs free energy (ΔG)
less than -10 kcal/mole near the TSS can seriously hamper or totally inhibit
translation [99,103]. It should be noted that mRNA secondary structures with
Gibbs free energy less than -10 kcal/mole are rare in the endogenous genes of E.
coli [104].

2.2.4

Codon usage between domains and smaller structural
motifs

Domain boundaries are segments that separate higher-ordered structures from each
other [96,105]. Thanaraj and Argos studied 37 multi-domain proteins of E. coli,
and found out that optimal codons are avoided in translationally slow domain
boundary segments, while many rare codons are preferred in those segments [105].
Translationally slow segments have been associated with co-translational folding
and solubility in vivo [105–107]. However, in a subsequent study, Saunders and
Dean analyzed large protein set including proteins from E. coli and did not find any
evidence of enrichment of rare codons in the domain boundaries. Instead, the
authors observed enrichment of optimal codons (i.e. fast translated codons) in the
domain boundaries [108]. A very recent and comprehensive study didn’t observe
any enrichment of rare codons in the domain boundaries either, but detected slowly
translated regions between smaller structural elements [109], which was concurred
by the aforementioned study [108]. The discrepancy in results regarding domain
boundaries might be explained by the idea according to which some domains
benefit from the enrichment of rare codons in the domain boundaries, whereas
some domains benefit from the enrichment of optimal codons. The former scenario
may occur if domain folds cooperatively and the latter in non-cooperative folding
[110]. On the other hand, rare codons in the domain boundaries can have a
beneficial effect on folding if, for example, the folding of the N-terminal domain
might be interfered by the C-terminal domain. In this case, rare codon clusters give
more time to the N-terminal domain to fold correctly [111,112]. The correct
folding guided by the codon usage can affect even the oxidation states of cysteine
[113]. Lastly, codon usage is not, however, the only way to decrease the speed of
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translation in translationally slow segments, but stable hairpin structures formed in
these segments can potentially have the same effect [105,114,115].

2.2.5

Codon usage in different secondary structure units

A study by Thanaraj and Argos initially suggested that α-helices are encoded by
optimal codons, and β-structures and loops by codons that are translated slowly
[116]. However, subsequent studies have shown that codon preferences in different
secondary structure units are not so unambiguous. For instance, the codon
preference can depend on positional location in the secondary structure (e.g. start,
center or end). This is especially prevalent in the case of asparagine codon AAC of
E. coli, which is highly preferred at the C-terminal end of β-structures [108,117].
Furthermore, some codons like valine codon GTT can be preferred at the start of αhelix, but not preferred at the center of the α-helix; in contrast, the situation is the
opposite in the case of GTG. Codon optimality can also function as a signal for
secondary structure transitions. Optimal codons signal the start of a coil region,
whereas translationally less-optimal codons signal the start of a helix or strand.
Also, regarding two-domain proteins α,β, α/β and α+β of E. coli, the second
domain is translated faster than the first one 60 %, 100 %, 75 % and 50 % of the
times, respectively. This further affects codon selection in different secondary
structure units [108]. In addition, secondary structure composition of a protein can
potentially dictate whether a codon is a “former” or “breaker” of a certain
secondary structure. In all-alpha proteins CAC codon is “helix former”, while in
α+β and α/β proteins it is “helix breaker”. Similarly, CTA codon is strand former in
all beta proteins, but breaker in α+β and α/β proteins [118].

2.2.6

Codon usage, protein aggregation and mistranslation

Mistranslation-induced protein misfolding is a hypothesis according to which
optimal codons – due to their translational accuracy – are favored in the regions
where missense errors (normal rate 1/1000–1/10000 codons) would be highly
deleterious for protein structure, and therefore cause misfolding and aggregation of
a protein [7,119–121]. Furthermore, it has been suggested that GroEL chaperone
dependency of a protein affects codon selection as well [122]. The sensitive
regions comprise especially buried and functionally important regions of a protein,
as well as regions where mutations would cause major changes in Gibbs free
energy (ΔΔG > 3.0) [120,123]. The missense errors in translation are caused by the
competition between cognate tRNAs (carrying the right amino acid) and nearcognate tRNAs (carrying the wrong amino acid). Therefore, a given codon is prone
to misreading if the codon is decoded by low-abundance cognate tRNA, and there
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are high-abundance near-cognate tRNAs that are able to pair with the codon. For
example, Kramer and Farabaugh showed that arginine codons AGA (one copy of
cognate tRNA) and AGG (one copy of cognate tRNA), and asparagine codon AAT
(no cognate tRNA) are highly susceptible to misreading by tRNAUUULys (tRNA
copy number = 6) [97,124]. The interactions between U•U and U•G (AGG and
AGA) are stable at the second base position of a codon [125], while the third base
position (wobble position) is not so strictly regulated by the ribosome [126].
Interestingly, in most of the bacterial genomes analyzed by Shah and Gilchrist,
focal tRNA abundances exhibited a positive correlation with the abundance of
neighboring tRNA [127], suggesting that suppression of missense errors caused by
tRNA competition might be embedded into the genetic code, at least in bacteria.
However, too fast translation speed, for example by using excessive amounts of
rapidly translated optimal codons, can also cause protein aggregation [87,128].
Recoding of the luciferase gene by the most rapidly translated codons caused
increased aggregation of the protein [87].

2.2.7

Codon pair bias

Two codons residing next to each other are not randomly selected, but certain codon
pairs are preferred. This phenomenon is called codon pair bias, which also affects
translation speed [129,130]. For example, leucine–alanine codon pairs CTG-GCA
and CTG-GCG are favored, whereas CTG-GCC is underrepresented [129]. Some
codon pairs, like ACG-CTG pair, can have an inhibitory effect on translation,
although the pair frequently occurs in the genome of E. coli. In contrast, some codon
pairs have favorable position-dependent effects on translation (e.g. rare codon pairs
before stop codon) [131]. Nevertheless, at some positions, rare arginine codon pairs
can be highly deleterious [132]. Certain codon pairs are universally avoided in
bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes. Such codon pairs include, for example, nnUAnn,
nnGGnn, nnGnnC, nnCGCn, GUCCnn, nnCnnA, and UUCGnn. Codon pairs
nnGCnn, nnCAnn, and nnUnCn are favored [133]. The mechanism of translation
enhancing effect by codon pair bias is not fully understood, but it is thought to be
caused by the interaction between two tRNAs at P-site and A-site of the ribosome
[134]. Furthermore, in the case of amino acid pairs that are composed of two
identical amino acids, the pair is preferentially coded by the pair of identical
synonymous codons (e.g. TTT-TTT and TTC-TTC) [135].

2.2.8

Codon usage and mRNA stability

Codon usage modulated translation initiation and translation elongation have a
significant effect on mRNA degradation, although it was previously thought that
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mainly GC content affects the stability of the mRNA via higher thermodynamic
stability [99,136,137]. Efficient initiation and elongation lead to a higher ribosomal
density, which in turn leads to a longer mRNA half-life [138]. Furthermore, the
expression of 14,000 sequence variants in E. coli, as well as the combination of
competition assay and deep sequencing revealed that efficient translation initiation
combined with longer mRNA a half-life yields more protein per mRNA molecule,
and thereby reduces the “fitness cost” of protein expression [139]. In addition the
aforementioned variables affecting mRNA half-life, avoiding RNase E cleavage
sites is important as well [99,140].

2.2.9

Codon usage in signal sequences

Whole-genome analysis of E. coli showed that rare codons occur more frequently in
signal sequences compared to the mature portions of a gene. The enrichment of rare
codons in the signal sequences was even more pronounced than at the start of the
ORF of non-secretory genes [141]. Later, Zalucki and colleagues studied the effect
of synonymous codon usage of signal sequence on the expression of maltosebinding protein (MBP) and β-lactamase in E. coli. When rare codons were changed
to the most optimal codons, the expression of β-lactamase decreased by fourfold and
the expression of MBP decreased by 20-fold [142,143]. In a subsequent study,
Zalucki and colleagues discovered that changing rare codons to optimal codons, in
fact, affects the folding of the transported protein, which in this case was MBP. Due
to the change in synonymous codon usage in the signal sequence, the MBP folded
into a conformation that was sensitive to proteases leading to degradation of the
MBP [144]. However, a recent study, which examined the effect of synonymous
codon usage of light and heavy chain PelB signal sequences on Fab fragment
expression, discovered that the position of a rare codon is more important than the
sheer number of rare codons in the signal sequence. In this case, the Leu-5 position
of the light chain PelB signal sequence was particularly important. Furthermore, the
study suggested that decreased mRNA secondary structures at the translation start
site and rare codon at the Leu-5 exhibit independent, but additive effects on
expression [145]. The finding might be related to the hypothesis according to which
reduced mRNA secondary structures in the translation start site (efficient translation
initiation) and rare codons in the signal sequence (slower movement of the
ribosome) affect protein translocation efficiency and chaperone recycling [146]. It
has also been suggested that rare codons in the signal sequences of prokaryotes
might work in a similar fashion as the signal recognition particle (SRP) pathway or
facilitate the interaction with the SRP [98,141]. Moreover, it has been shown that
routing to the SRP pathway in E. coli may also occur by means of SD-like (ShineDalgarno) sequences, which cause ribosomal arrest [147,148].
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2.2.10

Translation of codons during amino acid starvation

Isoacceptor tRNAs are tRNAs, which are charged with the same amino acid, but
recognize different synonymous codons (or set of synonymous codons). These
isoacceptor tRNAs respond differently to amino acid starvation, which means the
deprivation of an amino acid. For example, tRNALeu5 encoding leucine codon TTG
is highly insensitive to amino acid starvation, whereas tRNALeu2 (CTC, CTT) and
tRNALeu3 (CTA, CTG) are highly sensitive to the same condition. During amino
acid starvation, charging of sensitive tRNAs decreases down to zero, whereas
tRNAs insensitive to amino acid starvation remain charged. The sensitivity of an
isoacceptor tRNA to amino acid starvation is not dependent on tRNA copy number
or codon usage frequency. In fact, many abundant tRNA species are sensitive to
amino acid starvation [149,150]. The benefit of using codons encoded by the
tRNAs insensitive for starvation was shown in a study in which 40 DNA
polymerase and 40 ScFv gene variants, which differed only in terms of codon
usage, were expressed in E. coli [151]. In the genome of E. coli, the codons that are
encoded by the tRNAs sensitive to amino acid starvation are used as “control
points”, which regulate the transcription of an operon responsible for the synthesis
of a given amino acid. For instance, in the case of leu operon, which is responsible
for leucine biosynthesis, the leucine codon CTA is used as a control point (i.e.
regulatory codon) in a short-lived leader peptide that precedes structural genes.
When the leucine levels are low, it takes more time than in a normal situation for
the ribosome to translate the leader peptide including the regulatory codon. This
event causes a change in mRNA secondary structure further downstream, which
allows RNA polymerase to continue transcription. In the opposite condition, faster
translation of the regulatory codon causes a change in mRNA secondary structure
that prevents the transcription [150,152,153]. In contrast, codons that are
insensitive to amino acid starvation are preferentially used in enzymes that
synthesize the given amino acid [150].

2.2.11

Preserving codon landscape by codon harmonization

The codon harmonization approach is based on the idea according to which each
gene intrinsically contains the blueprint – or non-random occurrence of slowly and
fast translated codons at different positions in the gene – for optimal translation
kinetics, which thereby leads to optimal protein folding. This non-random
occurrence of codons in the gene is called codon landscape. In the codon
harmonization approach, a heterologous gene is recoded with synonymous codons
of a production organism, which mimic the codon usage frequency of an original
host [5,96] (Figure 5). Thus, the codon landscape is preserved. In contrast, the
codon-optimization approach abolishes the codon landscape, because in this
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approach only the most frequently used/optimal synonymous codons of the
production organism are used at each position in the heterologous gene. The codon
harmonization approach has been successfully applied in the heterologous
expression of different proteins [87,96].

Figure 5. Illustration of the codon harmonization approach. N-terminal part of the human IGHV3
gene is used as an example. The grey segments indicate the positions that are
affected by the codon harmonization. The numbers indicate the codon usage
frequency of a given codon. The codon usage frequencies were obtained from Kazusa
Codon Usage Database [81].
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2.3

Approaches for improving recombinant
antibody expression in E. coli

2.3.1

E. coli as an expression platform for recombinant
antibodies

E. coli has been an important organism for therapeutic recombinant protein
expression since the early 1980s when the FDA approved recombinant insulin,
which was produced in E. coli, for treatment of diabetes [154]. As for the
production of functional antibody fragments in E. coli, three significant milestones
were achieved in 1988. First, Arne Skerra and Andreas Plückthun reported a
successful assembly and secretion of both variable domains into the periplasmic
space [155] and subsequently Bird et al. published a single-chain variable fragment
(ScFv) that joined the two variable fragments with peptide linker [23]. The third
milestone was a successful secretion of an active chimeric fragment antigen
binding (Fab) described by Better et al. [33]. One milestone also worth mentioning
was achieved in 2002, when Simmons et al. reported successful expression of a
full-length aglycosylated IgG in E. coli [156]. Still, ScFv and Fab fragments are the
most common recombinant antibody formats expressed in E. coli [157,158] and the
organism itself can be considered as the standard for laboratory scale production of
antibody fragments [159]. E. coli possesses several characteristics that make it a
popular production organism. First and foremost, a vast amount of experience
(including protocols, general practices, and genetic information) has been
accumulated over the last 30 years [159], which makes E. coli easy to use and
manipulate genetically [160]. Further advantages include fast growth, inexpensive
reagents, easy scale-up, high yields and wide selection of strains and cloning tools
[154,160,161]. Despite many favorable characteristics, E. coli also has some
shortcomings when it comes to the production of complex molecules like
recombinant antibodies. The cytoplasm of E. coli is reducing, which means that
disulfide bonds cannot be formed in the cytoplasm. Correct disulfide bond
formation is essential for the correct folding of recombinant antibodies, and
traditionally, the recombinant antibodies have been transported to the oxidative
environment of the periplasm to ensure the correct formation of the disulfide bonds
[159]. However, the periplasmic expression may be hampered by inefficient
translocation, which reduces yields [15]. Moreover, the periplasmic compartment is
much smaller than the cytoplasmic compartment, and therefore the capacity of the
periplasm (e.g. limited chaperone availability and sheer space to contain expressed
proteins) for the expression is lower [159]. One major drawback, besides the
aforementioned problem, is the lack of glycosylation machinery that prohibits
especially the production of glycosylated full-length IgGs in E. coli. In addition, E.
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coli doesn’t have sophisticated folding machinery like mammalian cells do, which
makes it even more difficult to express complex molecules of heterologous origin,
including recombinant antibodies [157,158].
Phage display is an essential part of recombinant antibody development
campaigns implemented in E. coli. The phage display technology is based on the
display of a protein of interest (e.g. recombinant antibody) on the surface of a
phage particle and the physical linkage between phenotype (displayed protein) and
genotype (gene encoding the protein inside the phage particle) [162–165] (Figure
6a). The linkage between phenotype and genotype is a crucial feature when
antigen-specific binders are selected and enriched, for example, from antibody
libraries during a process called biopanning (Figure 6b). The displayed protein of
interest is usually fused to the minor coat protein p3 (p8 and p9 fusions are also
used) of a filamentous M13 phage, which is a non-lytic phage enabling continuous
production of new phage particles displaying the protein of interest [166,167]. The
gene of the displayed protein of interest can be inserted in the phage genome and
fused to the coat protein of choice, or the fusion protein gene can be expressed
from a separate vector called phagemid, in which case the rest of the phage genome
is provided by so-called helper phage infection [166]. The latter approach is more
popular in the construction of large phage libraries since it enables easier genetic
manipulation and larger library sizes [166]. For a successful display of proteins on
the surface of the phage particle, the fusion protein has to be transported to the
periplasm in order to fold correctly. Therefore, phage display is hindered by the
same problems as soluble expression of recombinant antibodies. In phage display
applications, the recombinant antibodies are displayed as antibody fragments
[12,166].
Different approaches have been studied to overcome the hurdles described
above, and to improve yields and biophysical properties of recombinant antibodies
expressed in E. coli. The following sections cover the achievements related to the
improvement of recombinant antibody expression in E. coli and antibody phage
display.
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a

b

Figure 6. Illustration of phage display. (a) Representation of a filamentous M13 phage displaying
a Fab fragment fused to a p3 coat protein. A phagemid vector encoding the fusion
protein is shown inside the phage particle. Phage coat proteins are denoted below the
phage. (b) Representation of a biopanning process. Phage pool displaying different
versions from the same protein (e.g. recombinant antibody) are represented to the
antigen. Unbound phages are washed away and bound phages are eluted. E. coli
cells are infected with the eluted phage pool, and specific binders are enriched. Then
the selection procedure is repeated and target specific binders are further enriched.
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2.3.2

Co-expression of chaperones

In many cases, heterologous proteins expressed in E. coli are prone to aggregate,
which is usually caused by the inadequate amount of chaperones and foldases
[168]. Therefore, one popular approach for preventing protein aggregation, and
thereby increase the amount of active protein, has been the co-expression of
different molecular chaperones and foldases [169]. The molecular chaperones,
which have been observed to improve the expression of recombinant antibodies,
can be broadly divided into two groups: cytoplasmic chaperones (GroEL/ES,
DnaKJE and trigger factor) and periplasmic chaperones/foldases (FkpA, Skp,
DsbC and DsbA) [158,170].
2.3.2.1

Periplasmic chaperones FkpA and Skp

Periplasmic chaperone peptidyl prolyl cis-trans isomerase (PPIase) FkpA is a
homodimer that can be divided into two domains: N-terminal domain and Cterminal domain. Both domains have different and independent functions; the Cterminal domain of FkpA exhibits PPIase activity, and the N-terminal domain
exhibits chaperone activity [171]. Another periplasmic chaperone Skp is a 17 kDa
size trimer that has a central cavity formed by the three subunits [172]. Skp binds
its substrate in the cavity and thus prevents the aggregation of the substrate [172].
Skp helps outer membrane protein intermediates to fold properly, and its function
is really essential, since the absence of Skp causes protein aggregation in the
periplasm [173]. Many studies have shown that co-expression of FkpA and Skp
improve the binding activity, solubility, and phage display of different ScFv
fragments in periplasmic expression [173–178]. Moreover, co-expression of FkpA
or Skp can cause a considerable increase in leakage of ScFv fragment to the
extracellular medium (~40 mg/l in shake flask culture) [174]. However, although
both chaperones have beneficial effects on the aforementioned characteristics when
co-expressed independently, they don’t show synergistic effects when co-expressed
simultaneously [174]. In contrast to the previously mentioned studies, in which the
chaperones were transported to the periplasm, Levy et al. co-expressed FkpA
without a signal sequence (cytFkpA) thus retaining the chaperone in the cytoplasm.
The authors found out that cytFkpA improves the periplasmic expression of Fab
fragments containing kappa light chains and that cytFkpA, in fact, works even
better than the native FkpA. A similar effect regarding Fab fragments containing
lambda light chains was not observed, because unlike the kappa light chains, the
lambda light chains do not contain cis-prolines that are the substrates for the PPIase
activity of FkpA. The authors speculated that the beneficial effect on periplasmic
expression is due to the isomerization of key prolines of the kappa light chains in
the cytoplasm, which removes so called “folding bottleneck” subsequent to the
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translocation when Sec-dependent secretory pathway is used [179]. Previously,
Levy et al. had also demonstrated that cytoplasmic co-expression of Skp resulted in
5–6-fold (0.8 mg/l/OD600) increase in Fab fragment yield when also the Fab
fragment was expressed in the cytoplasm of E. coli Origami (DE3) [15]. Lastly,
some implications are suggesting that the co-expression of Skp can be absolutely
crucial for the activity and phage display of some antibody fragments, for example,
single-chain antibodies (scAb) [180,181].
2.3.2.2

Periplasmic foldases DsbC and DsbA

DsbC and DsbA are periplasmic foldases (chaperones that are actively involved in
the folding process of proteins in ATP-dependent manner), which belong to a
disulfide-bond forming protein system that is located in the periplasmic space and
inner membrane of E. coli [168,182,183]. The disulfide-bond forming protein
system also includes proteins DsbB, DsbD and DsbG [175,183]. The role of each
Dsb protein is nicely illustrated by Ario de Marco [170]. In short, oxidized DsbA
forms disulfide bonds by oxidizing consecutive thiol groups (DsbA serves as
electron pair acceptor) in the nascent polypeptide, and during the process, DsbA is
reduced. DsbB re-charges, or oxidizes, thiol groups of DsbA. DsbA does not have
a proofreading activity, and therefore, the task of DsbC and DsbG is to reshuffle
the incorrectly paired cysteine bridges. DsbC and DsbG are kept in reduced form
by DsbD, which in turn is reduced by the cytoplasmic thioredoxin [170,175,183]
(Figure 7). Like the previously discussed chaperones, also co-expression of DsbC
has been shown to exhibit highly beneficial effects on periplasmic and cytoplasmic
expression of ScFvs and Fabs [15,168,184–187]. However, unlike FkpA and Skp,
DsbC and DsbA showed positive synergistic effects on ScFv and Fab expression
when they were co-expressed simultaneously [183,185]. Nevertheless, the
synergistic effect was not observed in full-length IgG expression [188]. In addition,
the choice of optimal foldase can be dependent on the chosen promoter. Recently,
it was discovered that DsbC works better than DsbA when they are used in
combination with a weaker phoA promoter, but when the promoter is changed to a
stronger Lac promoter, the situation is the opposite. It was suggested that when the
expression level is high, the formation rate of disulfide-bonds catalyzed by DsbA is
the limiting factor rather than the proofreading capacity of DsbC and vice versa
[185].
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Figure 7. Illustration of the disulfide-bond forming protein system. DsbA forms disulfide bonds by
oxidizing consecutive thiol groups and during the process DsbA is reduced. DsbB recharges DsbA. DsbA does not have a proofreading activity, and therefore, the task of
DsbC and DsbG is to reshuffle the incorrectly paired cysteine bridges. DsbC and
DsbG are kept in reduced form by DsbD, which in turn is reduced by the cytoplasmic
thioredoxin. The figure is adapted from [170].
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2.3.2.3

Cytoplasmic chaperones

The beneficial effects of co-expression of cytoplasmic chaperones on periplasmic
expression have been very limited, and some studies have reported that the coexpression of certain cytoplasmic chaperones in periplasmic expression can be
either ineffectual or even detrimental [168,174,184]. Nevertheless, simultaneous
co-expression of three cytoplasmic chaperones DnaK, DnaJ and GrpE (DnaKJE
system) proved to be useful in periplasmic expression in a study conducted by Hu
et al. [184]. DnaK is a highly expressed cytosolic chaperone, which binding to
substrates is regulated by co-chaperones DnaJ and GrpE [189]. DnaJ is involved in
substrate delivery to DnaK and stimulation of substrate binding to DnaK, while
GrpE regulates substrate release [189,190]. The study by Hu et al. revealed that the
co-expression of DnaKJE system improved the yield of functional ScFv by 100fold [184]. The success of the DnaKJE system in the periplasmic expression might
be related to DnaK’s function as a holdase; it keeps its substrate in a translocationcompetent unfolded conformation like SecB that also acts as holdase [191,192]. In
the cytoplasmic expression, however, the situation is different. In two studies
describing the cytoplasmic expression of Fab fragment and thioredoxin fused ScFv,
the results showed that co-expression of DnaKJ (no GrpE) or DnaKJE systems can
be deleterious or negligible for the expression [15,193]. Furthermore, in contrast to
the periplasmic expression [168,174,184], the co-expression of chaperones
GroEL/ES and trigger factor exhibited a positive effect in the cytoplasmic
expression [15,187,193]. Trigger factor is a constitutively expressed, ribosome
bound chaperone that is the first chaperone to interact with nascent polypeptide.
When the polypeptide is released from the trigger factor, approximately 70 % fold
spontaneously [194]. GroEL/ES is a complex that forms a “barrel with a lid”.
GroEL forms the barrel shape and seven GroES co-chaperones work as a lid. The
“barrel” contains polypeptides and provides a protected environment for the
polypeptides (up to 60 kDa) to fold [189]. The function of trigger factor and
GroEL/ES might explain why they work better in cytoplasmic expression than
periplasmic expression.

2.3.3

Expression of recombinant antibodies in the cytoplasm

Recombinant antibodies contain disulfide-bonds, which is why they have to be
transported into the oxidizing periplasmic compartment instead of the reducing
cytoplasmic compartment. However, there are some problems concerning
periplasmic expression, including the small volume of the periplasmic space (8–16
% of the total cell volume) and limited capacity of the secretion machinery [195].
This has prompted research groups to find ways to enable the cytoplasmic
expression of recombinant antibodies. One way of expressing recombinant
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antibodies in the cytoplasm is to use mutant E. coli strains, which have a partially
oxidizing cytoplasm. These strains, which include for example Origami, Origami
derivatives and SHuffle (overexpresses DsbC as well), are deficient in thioredoxin
reductase (trxB) and glutathione oxidoreductase (gor) genes. Both enzymes are
involved in a mechanism that maintains the reducing environment in the cytoplasm
[196,197], and many studies have shown that the trxB/gor strains indeed improve
the cytoplasmic expression of recombinant antibodies compared to the cytoplasmic
expression of recombinant antibodies in the strains with reducing cytoplasm
[15,187,193,198–200]. The cytoplasmic expression of recombinant antibodies has
also been directly compared to that of periplasmic expression. Venturi et al.
compared the cytoplasmic expression and the periplasmic expression of two Fab
fragments, which were expressed in Origami and JM83 (wild type with respect to
TrxB and Gor genes), respectively. The authors showed that the cytoplasmic
expression of the Fabs resulted in remarkable 50–250-fold (10–30 mg/l) increase in
expression levels compared to that of the periplasmic expression [201]. Similar
results regarding ScFv fragment expression was observed as well [197]. There has
been an increasing interest in expressing aglycosylated full-length IgGs in E. coli,
and different approaches have been explored to achieve efficient expression of fulllength IgGs. One way of enhancing the expression of aglycosylated full-length
IgGs is to express them to the cytoplasm like Fab and ScFv fragments. Robinson
and colleagues proved that the cytoplasmic expression is superior to (~10-fold
increase) the periplasmic expression, when it comes to the expression of
aglycosylated full-length IgGs [202]. Furthermore, the binding activity and the
stability of the IgG expressed in the cytoplasm of E. coli trxB/gor strain were equal
to that of the same IgG that was produced in hybridomas [202].
There are also other means of expressing recombinant antibodies in the
cytoplasm, since disruption of the mechanism maintaining the reducing
environment in the cytoplasm of E. coli is not essential, as shown by the research
group of Lloyd Ruddock. First, the group demonstrated that co-expression of
sulfhydryl oxidase Erv1p (catalyzes disulfide bond formation) does not only enable
the cytoplasmic expression of disulfide-bond containing proteins in BL21 (DE3)
pLySRARE strain, but it makes it also more efficiently than trxB/gor strain
Rosetta-gami [203]. In the same study, the authors showed that simultaneous coexpression of disulfide isomerase (in this case DsbC) with Erv1p exhibited a highly
positive synergistic effect [203]. Based on these findings, the group developed a
system called CyDisCo. The CyDisCo system, which co-expresses Erv1p and
protein disulfide isomerase (PDI), can be used to efficiently express natively folded
ScFvs (240 mg/l) and Fabs (42 mg/l) in the cytoplasm of E. coli [195].
Yet another way of expressing recombinant antibodies in the cytoplasm is to
use so called “intrabodies”. Intrabodies are recombinant antibodies for which the
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formation of disulfide bonds is not essential, but they can be biologically functional
regardless of missing disulfide bonds [158]. Therefore, the intrabodies can be
expressed to the cytoplasm. Different mutation and selection strategies have been
employed in combination to obtain intrabodies with improved cytoplasmic
expression profile [198,204,205], but it is also possible to develop intrabodies
simply by fusing maltose-binding protein (MBP) to different ScFvs [206]. By using
the combination of random mutagenesis and Antibody-mediated enzyme formation
(AMEF) based selection, it was possible to develop an ScFv intrabody mutant that
exhibited very high cytoplasmic expression levels in shake flask cultures (0.5 g/l)
and fermentation (3.1 g/l), but however, the thermal stability of the mutant was
lower than the thermal stability of the parental ScFv [198]. In the previously
mentioned approach in which MBP was fused to different ScFvs, it was possible to
select intrabodies with improved expression and stability, although the expression
levels in shake flask cultures (200 mg/l) [206] were not as high as the expression
levels reached by Martineau et al [198].

2.3.4

Optimization of recombinant antibody genes

Sometimes the produced recombinant antibody itself needs to be modified due to
various reasons. It may be intrinsically suboptimal in terms of biophysical
properties (e.g. isoelectric point, pI, that is difficult for formulation development)
[207], it lacks some wanted features (e.g. interaction of aglycosylated Fc-part with
Fc-receptor) [202], or it has unwanted features (e.g. post-translational modification
sites, PTMs) [207]. Furthermore, in some cases, co-expression of chaperones can
cause increased metabolic stress to the cells, thereby leading to lower expression
levels [154]. In these situations, the gene of the recombinant antibody itself has to
be optimized. Different gene optimization approaches for improving the
aforementioned characteristics are described below.
2.3.4.1

Effect of different variable domain combinations

Besides different expression profiles, the antibody variable domains exhibit
different biophysical properties like pI, stability, and aggregation propensity
[37,207]. In order to find optimal individual domains and domain combinations,
Ewert et al. conducted a thorough biophysical characterization of germline
consensus domains of seven human VH families (VH1a, VH1b, VH2, VH3, VH4,
VH5 and VH6) and seven human VL families (Vκ1, Vκ2, Vκ3, Vκ4, Vλ1, Vλ2 and
Vλ3), which were derived from Human Combinatorial Antibody Library (HuCAL®
by MorphoSys) [37,208]. The authors discovered that the best VH and VL domains
in terms of expression and stability were the VH3 and Vκ3 domains. Moreover, the
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authors addressed the aggregation problem, which is characteristic for VH domains
[209–211], by extending the length of the CDRH3 loop to 17 amino acids.
Different VH and VL domain were tested in different combinations in ScFv
format, and the most optimal combinations with regard to yield and stability were
H3κ3, H1bκ3, H5κ3, and H3κ1. It is also noteworthy that pairing VH3 with Vλ
domains markedly improved the performance Vλ domains, which as individual
domains, were poorly expressing and unstable [37].
In another study, different VH/VL combinations were extensively analyzed
during the construction of a fully synthetic human Fab antibody library Ylanthia
(by MorphoSys) [207]. After in silico analysis of various parameters of individual
frequently used VH and VL germline sequences, the authors tested 400 VH/VL
pairs (20 VH x 20 VL) of which 95 were subjected to more detailed biophysical
analysis. According to the analysis, VH3 containing Fabs were expressed, on
average, more efficiently than Fabs containing other VH family members, albeit
the difference was insignificant. However, phage display levels of the Fabs bearing
VH3 were significantly higher than the display levels of Fabs bearing other VH
family members [207]. The result is in line with two other studies, in which the
VH3 family was observed to be highly prevalent after selections [212,213]. As for
the expression of Fabs containing Vκ or Vλ, the median expression levels of Vλ
containing Fabs were significantly higher than the expression levels of Vκ
containing Fabs. However, Vκ makes Fabs significantly more stable and resistant to
aggregation compared to Vλ [207]. The preference of Vκ over Vλ in therapeutic
antibody development was highlighted by a study, in which 137 antibodies in
different clinical phases were analyzed [214]. Of the approved therapeutic
antibodies analyzed in the study (48 antibodies), only 4 % contained Vλ light chain.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that the choice of optimal VL is not necessarily so
simple, but it can be affected by the chosen recombinant antibody format [212].
2.3.4.2

Modulation of amino acid and codon sequence

Recombinant antibodies with improved biophysical properties and expression
profiles can also be obtained by exploring the effects of various amino acid
identities at different positions. For instance, proteins can be engineered more
resistant to aggregation by introducing amino acids that increase net charge at
specific positions [215]. This finding was concurred in a study, which aimed to
increase aggregation resistance of antibody heavy chain variable domains (dAbs)
by introducing mutations to the CDR loops. The results indicated that increased
aggregation resistance of the dAbs was associated with acidic isoelectric point
(5.1±1.1) [216]. Based on the same methodology, Dudgeon et al. introduced
mutations to surface-exposed regions of human VH3 and Vκ3 domains, and found
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out that negatively charged amino acids, especially aspartate, in CDRH1 of VH3
and in CDRL2 of Vκ3 (also position 49 outside CDRL2) contributed to the
increased aggregation resistance of the domains. These mutations were also
additive, in other words, triple mutants exhibited better biophysical properties and
expression than the respective single and double mutants [217].
According to the biophysical properties and the expression, the VH families
can be divided into two classes: the good (VH1, VH3 and VH5) and the bad (VH2,
VH4 and VH6). By comparing the amino acid sequences of the two classes and by
employing structural analysis, Ewert et al. determined the positions of the amino
acid residues possibly contributing to the biophysical properties and the expression.
Six positions were identified based on the analyses, and single amino acid
substitutions were introduced to two ScFvs (2C2 and 6B3) bearing the VH6
domain, which is suboptimal in many respects [218]. The bad class amino acid was
replaced by the good class amino acid at each position. The substitutions at
positons (AHo numbering [219]) 5 (Q→V), 16 (S→G), 58 (T→I) and 76 (S→G)
enhanced the stability of both ScFvs, whereas substitutions at positions 72 (V→D)
and 90 (S→Y) affected the stability of 6B3 ScFv only. Apart from the position 58,
the substitutions at other positions improved the expression of both ScFvs.
Furthermore, the best result in terms of stability (2C2 = 72.3 kJ/mole; 6B3 = n.d.)
and expression (2C2 = 5.1 mg/l; 6B3 = 1.7 mg/l) was obtained when all the
mutations were combined [218]. The improved properties were attributed to the
effect of residues at positive torsion angle positions on local conformation (16 and
76), removal of unsatisfied hydrogen bonds (58), increased β-sheet forming
propensity (5 and 90) and replacing hydrophobic solvent-exposed residues with
hydrophilic residues (72) [218]. The deleterious effect of the hydrophobic surface
exposed residues has also been described by Forsberg et al. [220]. However,
extensive mutagenesis of 45 residue positions (based on positional variability of
amino acid residues and entropy) in a Fab fragment gene revealed that at some
positions also the “bad class” residues (e.g. from VH2 and/or VH6) can be the most
optimal ones when it comes to stability [221].
Modulation of codon usage has also been used to increase expression levels of
recombinant antibodies [16,95,151,222]. The traditional approach has been codonoptimization of genes. The approach was successfully used to increase the
expression level of ScFv fragment by 14-fold [223], but another study that
described the codon-optimization of ScFv did not observe any improvement in
expression after codon-optimization [151]. In the case of Fab fragments, the codonoptimization was even deleterious, because it rendered Fab fragments toxic to the
host cells [16,95]. However, codon harmonization of selected segments of a Fab
gene alleviated the toxic effects caused by the codon-optimization, and
furthermore, increased the expression levels to 10 mg/l in shake flask culture [95].
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2.3.4.3

Enhancing the interaction between aglycosylated Fc-part and
FcƔ-receptors

Interaction between the Fc-part of an antibody and the FcƔ receptors (FcƔR) is
crucial for the function of the immune system and most of the therapeutic
antibodies [224,225]. All the FcƔ receptors, except neonatal Fc and C-lectin type
receptors (Type II receptors), belong to the group of classical Type I receptors,
which include FcƔRI, FcƔRIIa, FcƔRIIb, FcƔRIIc, FcƔRIIIa, and FcƔRIIIb. Of the
classical receptors, all but FcƔRIIb are activating receptors. The interaction
between Type I receptors and Fc-part is markedly affected by the structure of the
hinge region, which in turn is affected by antibody subclass and glycosylation of
asparagine residue 297 in the CH2 region. However, the neonatal Fc receptor is not
sensitive to glycosylation [224].
Since E. coli does not have a glycosylation machinery, alternative ways have
been explored to enable interaction between the aglycosylated Fc-part and the FcƔ
receptors. To this end, Jung and colleagues established an Fc library that was
screened for binding to FcƔRI by using FACS (fluorescence-activated cell sorting).
The results indicated that two mutations at positions 382 (E→V) and 428 (M→I) in
the CH3 region restored the interaction between aglycosylated Fc part and FcƔRI
[226], and the importance of the positions regarding the interaction was confirmed
by another study as well [202]. Nevertheless, the aglycosylated Fc-part carrying the
two mutations was not bound by the other Type I Fc receptors, unlike the
glycosylated counterpart, but it retained the pH-dependent interaction with the
neonatal Fc receptor. Regardless, the aglycosylated Fc-part mutant was able to
induce ~40 % and ~70 % tumor cell killing, when monocyte-derived dendritic cells
were mixed with Her-2 expressing breast cancer cells in 25:1 and 100:1 ratios,
respectively [226]. In a subsequent study, Jung and colleagues were able to obtain
an aglycosylated mutant Fc-part (298 S→G; 299 T→A; 390 N→D; 382 E→V; 428
M→L) that was bound by two FcRIIa alleles with remarkably greater affinity when
compared to Herceptin, but unfortunately the affinity towards FcƔRI was
significantly decreased [227]. Finally, it can be said that recombinant antibodies
carrying aglycosylated and engineered Fc-parts have potential also in therapeutic
applications.

2.3.5

Secretion of recombinant antibodies in E. coli

Gram-negative bacteria have five types of secretion pathways, of which type I and
type II pathways are the most popular in recombinant antibody production in E.
coli. The type I secretion pathway can be used for secretion of proteins into the
culture medium in a single-step manner, and signal peptide of α-haemolysin
(HlyA) has been the most exploited for that purpose [228]. The type II pathway
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includes a post-translational Sec-dependent pathway, a co-translational SRP (signal
recognition particle) pathway and a TAT pathway (twin-arginine translocation)
(Figure 8). Characteristic for the TAT pathway is that it can transport folded
proteins across the inner membrane [228,229]. The Sec-dependent pathway has
been mostly employed to secrete recombinant antibodies into the periplasmic
space, but the SRP pathway can be used as well [230]. The secretion capacity of
the SRP pathway is lower than the capacity of the Sec-dependent pathway [188],
but in some cases, it can be beneficial to use co-translational transportation, which
helps to keep transported recombinant antibodies in transportation competent state.
The SRP pathway outperformed the Sec-dependent pathway in the expression
of full-length IgGs [188,231], ScFv [232] and phage displayed single-chain Fab
[233]. However, it was observed by Lee et al. that overwhelming the capacity of
the SRP pathway in the production of full-length IgG caused reduced fitness of the
cells. The fitness was increased when both pathways, SRP and Sec, were used in
combination for the secretion of light and heavy chain into the periplasmic space,
respectively [188]. Interestingly, similar fitness benefits were not achieved if the
heavy chain was secreted via the SRP-pathway and the light chain via the Secdependent pathway [234]. Moreover, Zhou et al. discovered that increased
hydrophobicity of the hydrophobic region of the heavy chain signal peptide, which
uses the Sec-dependent pathway, increased the expression efficiency of full-length
IgG [231]. In contrast to the previously mentioned results, a study that compared
four Sec-dependent pathway signal peptides and three SRP-pathway signal
peptides found out that signal peptides using the SRP-pathway were inferior to the
signal peptides using the Sec-dependent pathway in phage display of ScFv. A
similar trend was observed in soluble expression as well [229]. Contradictions in
the results are not surprising since even the smallest of changes in the signal
peptide
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Figure 8. Type II secretory pathways in E. coli. Sec pathway is a post-translational pathway
where a polypeptide is first fully synthesized, after which a chaperone SecB binds to
the polypeptide. SecB keeps the polypeptide in translocation competent state and
guides the polypeptide to a membrane-bound protein SecA. The polypeptide is
translocated through a channel formed by a SecYEG complex. SecA works as a
plunger, pushing the polypeptide through the SecYEG channel. SRP pathway is a cotranslational pathway where signal recognition particle (SRP) recognizes the
polypeptide when it emerges from the ribosome. The formed complex is then cotranslationally transported to the SecYEG complex, where the SRP interacts with a
protein called FtsY and the polypeptide is translocated through the channel. TAT
pathway transports fully folded proteins. First, the folded polypeptide interacts with a
chaperone. Then a co-factor binds to the polypeptide and the polypeptide interacts
with TAT machinery. The signal sequence interacts with TatC, and subsequently, the
polypeptide is translocated to the periplasmic space.
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can have notable effects on expression. For example, only one synonymous codon
change in the signal peptide can cause almost 2-fold difference in expression [145].
In general, modulation of codon usage of signal peptides using the Sec-dependent
pathway has been an efficient way to increase the expression of Fab fragments
[145,235], ScFv fragment [236] and full-length IgG [234].
In addition to the periplasmic secretion, different efforts have been made to
secrete recombinant antibodies directly into the culture medium. For example, the
addition of 2 % glycine and 1 % Triton X-100 to culture medium increased the
secretion of TNF-α fused ScFv to the culture medium by 170-fold [237]. Another
study described the successful utilization of HlyA transport system in extracellular
secretion of ScFv [238], but also a secretion system based on osmotically induced
protein Y has been used to excrete ScFv [239].

2.3.6

Choice of promoter

Among other variables affecting recombinant antibody expression, the choice of
promoter is also one of the most important things to consider when optimizing the
expression [154,161,240]. A study by Zhong et al. compared the effect of T7, lac,
trc, and triple tac promoters on Fab expression, and observed that the triple tac was
the most optimal promoter in both E. coli strains tested during the study. In
contrast, the T7 was the worst promoter in both strains. The lac promoter was the
second-best in BL21 (DE3) pRARE2 and the third-best in JM109 [14]. However,
the lac promoter was the most optimal in full-length IgG expression among the
other tested promoters trc, tet, araBAD and T7 [234], which is partially in line with
the study by Zhong et al. In a recently developed system called RiboTite, which
simultaneously controls transcription and translation, the lac promoter was used
together with riboswitch that controls translation [241]. The RiboTite system was
subsequently used successfully in the expression of three different ScFvs [242]. In
addition, by co-expressing mutant RpoD (global sigma factor) and by controlling
the transcription with phoA promoter, it was possible to obtain a marked increase
in expression of full-length IgGs [243].

2.3.7

N-linked glycosylation in E. coli

Over 20 years ago, it was discovered by Szymanski and colleagues that
Campylobacter jejuni has a general glycosylation system, which is governed by a
pgl gene cluster [244]. A few years later, Wacker et al. successfully transferred the
glycosylation system into E. coli, and proved that the system is responsible for
N-linked glycosylation of proteins. Furthermore, it was found that
oligosaccharyltransferase PglB, which is responsible for glycan transfer, is a key
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player in the glycosylation process [245]. PglB is also highly similar to a catalytic
subunit of eukaryotic oligosaccharyltransferase STT3, and therefore, the Nglycosylation system of C. jejuni is thought to be similar to the respective
eukaryotic system [245–248]. Different E. coli strains capable of glycosylation
and plasmids carrying pgl gene clusters have been used to produce glycosylated
recombinant antibodies in E. coli.
Lizak et al. introduced different versions from the PglB glycosylation
consensus sequence D/E-Y-N-X-S/T (Y, X ≠ P) to the linker sequence of ScFv
fragment, and discovered that optimized consensus sequence DQNAT [249] in the
middle of the linker provided the highest glycosylation efficiency. Subsequent MS
analysis showed that the ScFv was homogenously decorated with typical N-glycan
of C. jejuni. However, when pharmacokinetic properties of the glycosylated ScFv
was compared to that of non-glycosylated ScFv, the authors observed that the
difference in clearance rate was insignificant [250]. Furthermore, Fisher et al.
reported that the introduction of DQNAT sequence at position N297 of the Fc part
of IgG enabled efficient glycosylation, but not interaction with FcƔRI [251].
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Aims of the study

Recombinant binding proteins including antibodies, antibody fragments, and
binders based on non-immunoglobulin scaffolds have become increasingly
important in various applications. However, it has proven to be challenging to
express some recombinant binder formats in sufficient amounts (e.g. Fab
fragments) in bacterial hosts, or to display some binders efficiently on the surface
of phage particles (e.g. DARPins) when using the Sec-dependent pathway. In many
cases, modulation of codon usage has rescued the expression and phage display
properties of difficult proteins. Recent studies have shown that codon usage has a
significant regulative role in protein translation. Nevertheless, the effects of codon
sequence on the regulation of protein expression are still not fully understood, and
many features to which codon usage has an effect, are not thoroughly examined.
The general aim of the study was to improve expression and phage display
properties of synthetic human Fab fragments and DARPins in E. coli by means of
codon usage modulation and to provide more information on parameters that shape
the codon usage in different parts of the genes. More specifically the aims were:
1. To study the effect of synonymous codon usage mutations introduced to
different gene segments of the Fab fragment on cell growth, expression and
phage display.
2. To explore the effect of different strains and genetic elements (e.g. strain
and antibiotic resistance markers) on codon usage.
3. To improve Fab fragment expression and secretion by selecting improved
variants from PelB signal sequence libraries containing synonymous codon
mutations in the PelB signal sequences of light and heavy chain.
4. To enhance phage display efficiency of DARPins translocated via Sec
dependent pathway by selecting improved variants from the synonymous
PelB signal sequence libraries.
5. To understand better the mechanisms through which the codon sequence
features govern protein expression.
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Materials and Methods

This chapter provides a summary of the materials and methods used in the study.
Detailed descriptions are presented in the relevant original publications I-III.

4.1

Cloning of genetic variants

The genetic variants 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 used in the publication I, were produced by
replacing codon harmonized segments in a synthetic human anti-digoxigenin Fab
fragment gene with respective codon-optimized segment. Cloning of the segments
was implemented by using traditional cloning methods. The variants 1, 2, 3, 4 and
5 were produced by using SfiI/SexAI, SexAI/MscI, MscI/PacI, PacI/XhoI and
XhoI/SfiI restriction enzyme combinations, respectively. All the restriction
enzymes, except SfiI (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, USA), were obtained from
New England Biolabs (Ipswich, USA).

4.2

Expression of Fab fragments

Synthetic human anti-digoxigenin (I, II), anti-microcystin MC-LR (II) and antiSORLA (II) Fab fragments were expressed in E. coli strains XL1-Blue (recA1
endA1 gryA96 thi-1 hsdR17 supE44 relA1 lac [F’ proAB lacIqZΔM15 Tn10 (Tetr)])
(Stratagene, LaJolla, USA) (I, II) and BL21 (B F- ompT gal dcm lon hsdSB(rB- mB-)
[malB+]K-12(λS)) (Merck, Darmstadt, USA) (I). The heavy chains of the Fab
fragments were expressed as C-terminal fusions to 6 x histidine tag from pAK400
[252] (I) or pLK04 vectors [253] (I, II). Overnight pre-cultures were diluted to OD
(600 nm) 0.1 in 20 ml (I), 5 ml (II), 2 x 200 ml (I) or 500 ml (II) of SB medium (1
% glucose and appropriate antibiotic). The cultures were grown at 37 °C with 300
rpm shaking to OD (600 nm) 0.7–0.9. The appropriate amount of cells were
pelleted by centrifugation and re-suspended in fresh SB medium (1 mM IPTG and
appropriate antibiotic) to OD (600 nm) 0.5 (I, II), 0.6 (II) or 0.7 (I). The cells were
cultured at 26 °C with 300 rpm shaking for 3 h (I, II) or 4 h (I). After induction, 1
ml samples were taken from the cultures and the cells were disrupted by sonication
(I, II) or periplasmic extraction (II).
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The primary screenings (II) were started by picking individual colonies to the
wells of 96-well plates containing 160 µl of SB medium (1 % glucose and 100
µg/ml amp) and growing overnight at 37 °C with 900 rpm shaking with 70 %
humidity. The next day, the wells of 96-well plate containing 200 µl of SB medium
(0.05 % glucose and 100 µg/ml amp) were inoculated with 4 µl of overnight
cultures. The cells were cultured for 4 h like done above and subsequently 10 µl of
4 mM IPTG was added to the cultures. After the addition of IPTG, the temperature
was lowered to 26 °C and cells were grown overnight. The cells were lysed by
freeze–thaw method.

4.3

Phage production

The synthetic human anti-digoxigenin Fab fragment (I) and an anti-GFP DARPin
(III) were displayed on the surface of phage particle by expressing the proteins
from pEB32x vector [254] as fusions to truncated p3 phage coat protein in XL1Blue (I, III) and SS320 (hsdR mcrB araD139 Δ(araABC-leu)7679 lacX74 galU
galK rpsL thi-1 [F’ proAB lacIqZΔM15 Tn10 (Tetr)]) [255] (III). Phage
productions were implemented in 20 ml (I, III) and 200 µl (III) production
volumes. In brief, cells were grown to OD (600 nm) 0.5 (20 ml production) or
turbidity (200 µl production) in SB medium (1% glucose and appropriate
antibiotics) at 37 °C with appropriate shaking and humidity (only in 200 µl
production). Subsequently, the cells were infected with VCS-M13 helper phage
and incubated 30 (20 ml production) or 45 (200 µl production) min at 37 °C. The
cells were pelleted by centrifugation, medium was discarded and the pellets were
dissolved in fresh SB medium containing 0.05 % glucose (20 ml production) or no
glucose (200 µl production), appropriate antibiotics and MgCl2. The cells were
grown overnight at 26 °C (I) or 37 °C (III) with appropriate shaking and humidity.
In 20 ml phage productions, kanamycin was added to the cultures after 1 h from
medium exchange, and subsequently the cultivation was continued overnight. In 20
ml phage productions, phages were purified from culture supernatants by
PEG/NaCl precipitation (I, III). The phage titers were determined by OCCA
(oligonucleotide-directed chelate complementation assay) [256] (I, III) or by total
phage immunoassay (III).

4.4

Establishment of synonymous signal sequence
libraries

The synonymous PelB signal sequence libraries used in the publication II were
established by introducing synonymous codon mutations to the n-region,
hydrophobic region and c-region of PelB signal sequences of light and heavy chain
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of the anti-digoxigenin Fab fragment. The respective regions were simultaneously
mutated in the light and heavy chain PelB signal sequences, thereby resulting in
three libraries. Uridylated single-stranded templates of the n-region, the
hydrophobic region and the c-region in pEB32x vector were produced as described
by Sidhu et al. [255] with supplemented uridine, and the diversifications of the
regions were carried out by using Kunkel mutagenesis method [257] as applied by
Huovinen et al. [258]. The remaining template sequences in the n-region, the
hydrophobic region and the c-region diversification reactions were digested with
BglII (Thermo Scientific), BamHI (Thermo Scientific) and NotI (Thermo
Scientific) restriction enzymes, respectively. Subsequently, purified digestion
reactions were treated with uracil-DNA glycosylase (UDG) enzyme (Thermo
Scientific), which creates abasic sites by removing uracil bases from the templates.
Phi29 polymerase used in the sRCA stops at abasic sites, and is thereby unable to
amplify the template sequences [258]. The UDG treated Kunkel reactions were
amplified by using selective rolling circle amplification (sRCA) [258] in overnight
amplification reaction. The sRCA products were digested into linear single-plasmid
segments with XhoI restriction enzyme (Thermo Scientific). The XhoI digestions
were performed two times. The linear single-plasmid segments were re-circularized
in overnight reactions by using T4 DNA ligase (Thermo Scientific). Purified
ligation reactions were transformed into SS320 cells by using electroporation and
after recovery in SOC medium, the transformation reactions were plated on LA
plates (0.5 % glucose and chloramphenicol and tetracycline) and incubated
overnight at 37 °C. The next day, cells were collected from the plates.
In order to reduce the amount of non-productive clones in the libraries, they
were cloned from pEB32x vector to pEB07 vector [258], which expresses the
protein of interest as a C-terminal fusion to the β-lactamase gene. Thus, in the
presence of ampicillin, frameshifted or truncated library clones are not viable. The
libraries in the pEB32x vector were first amplified by PCR, and subsequently the
purified amplicons were digested with ApaI (Thermo Scientific) and XhoI (Thermo
Scientific) restriction enzymes. The digested amplicons were cloned into ApaI and
XhoI digested pEB07 vector by using T4 DNA ligase. The pEB07 vector initially
carried anti-digoxigenin Fab fragment equipped with parental PelB signal
sequences, which were removed during the ApaI and XhoI digestion of the pEB07.
The libraries in the pEB07 vector were transformed into SS320 cells, recovered in
SOC medium (low glucose, 0.05 %) and plated on LA plates (0.05 % glucose and
ampicillin). The libraries were then subjected to ampicillin selection by gradually
increasing the ampicillin concentration. After the selection procedure, the libraries
were amplified by PCR, digested with ApaI and XhoI and ligated to the pLK04
vector by using T4 DNA ligase. The pLK04 vector was used for the screening of
the libraries.
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The same synonymous PelB signal sequence libraries were also used in the
publication III to increase the phage display efficiency of DARPins. The n-region
and hydrophobic region libraries in pEB32x vector were digested with SfiI
(Thermo Scientific) restriction enzyme, and subsequently further digested with
XhoI to reduce the Fab fragment background. The SfiI digestion leaves the light
chain PelB attached to the pEB32x. A SfiI digested anti-GFP DARPin gene was
ligated to the libraries by using T4 DNA ligase, transformed into SS320 cells,
recovered in SOC medium and plated on LA plates (0.5 % glucose and
chloramphenicol and tetracycline). The next day, the cells were collected from the
plates

4.5

Colony PCR for sequencing

Sequencing samples in the publication II were produced by using colony PCR
method. In brief, cell samples were diluted in MQ water, and Fab fragment genes
in the diluted cell samples were amplified by PCR. The PCR reactions were
purified by enzymatic purification method in which PCR products are treated with
FastAP (Thermo Scientific) and Exonuclease I (Thermo Scientific). The reactions
were incubated at 37 °C for 15 min and inactivated at 85 °C for 15 min. Samples
were sequenced at Macrogen Inc. (Seoul, South Korea).

4.6

Immunoassays

In this study, immunoassays were used to measure the amount of immunoreactive
Fab fragment (I, II), phage immunoreactivity (I, III) and total phage amount (III).
The immunoassays included the following steps: (1) addition of 100 µl of
biotinylated target or capture antibody diluted in Assay Buffer (AB) (Kaivogen,
Turku, Finland) to the streptavidin coated wells of 96 well plate (Kaivogen), (2)
incubation with slow shaking at RT for 30 min (III) or 60 min (I, II), (3) two
washes, (4) addition of 100 µl of analyte diluted in AB, (5) incubation with slow
shaking at RT 30 min (III) or 60 min (I, II), (6) two washes, (7) addition of 25 ng
per 100 µl of europium labeled detection antibody diluted in AB, (8) incubation
with slow shaking at RT for 30 min (III) or 60 min (I, II), (9) four washes, (10)
addition of 200 µl of Enhancement solution (Wallac, Turku, Finland), (11)
incubation with slow shaking at RT for 10 min and (12) measurement with Victor
1420 Multilable Counter (Wallac). The reaction volume in the immunoassays was
100 µl (apart from the addition of Enhancement solution). Biotinylated digoxigenin
(100 µl per well of 1 µM bio-dig in AB) was used as a target in the publications I
and II. Biotinylated GFP (30 pmole in 100 µl of AB) was used as a target in the
publication III. Biotinylated mouse anti-phage antibody (25 ng per 100 µl in
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AB) (University of Turku, Turku, Finland) was used as a capture antibody
in the publication III. Europium labeled anti-human Fab 2A11 (Hytest Ltd,

Turku, Finland) was used for the detection of Fab fragments (I, II) and europium
labeled mouse anti-phage antibody was used for the detection of phages

(III).

4.7

Bioinformatics

Different codon usage metrics and bioinformatics software were used to analyze
the relationship between different coding sequence dependent variables and protein
expression or phage display efficiency. These metrics and software are introduced
in this section

4.7.1

Codon usage metrics

Relative adaptiveness value, wi, is a method for ranking individual codons (e.g.
based on occurrence frequency in highly expressed genes) among the set of
synonymous codons encoding the same amino acid [83] (II). Codon adaptation
index, CAI, is a geometrical mean of the relative adaptiveness values [83] (II). CAI
tells how much a given gene includes codons that are frequently used in highly
expressed genes or in the genome of E. coli. Similar metric called tRNA adaptation
index, tAI, is also a geometrical mean of the relative adaptiveness values, which in
this case however, are based on tRNA abundance and mode of codon-anticodon
binding. tAI shows the extent to which gene is adapted to the cellular tRNA pool
[85] (I).

4.7.2

Bioinformatics software

NUPACK is a web software that is used for the analysis and design of DNA/RNA
structures [259]. NUPACK was used in the publication I for mRNA secondary
structure analysis of genes. Visual Gene Developer is a software that can be used
for the analysis of multiple parameters (e.g. codon usage and mRNA secondary
structure) [260]. It was used in the publication II for codon usage analysis and
sliding window analysis of positional mRNA secondary structure. IBM SPSS
Statistics 22 was used for the statistical analyses (Armonk, USA) (I, II, III).
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Results and Discussion

This chapter summarizes the results and discussion presented more in detail in the
relevant original publications. The summary of results and discussion follows the
chronological publication order of the articles. In the first publication (I), the
expression and phage display efficiency of the anti-digoxigenin Fab fragment were
improved by codon harmonizing the selected segments of the Fab fragment gene.
In the second publication (II), expression and translocation properties of the antidigoxigenin Fab fragment were improved by selecting enhanced variants from
synonymous PelB signal sequence libraries, which included only synonymous
codon mutations. Furthermore, the versatility of the best signal sequence was
demonstrated with two other Fab fragments. The synonymous PelB signal
sequence libraries were also used to enhance phage display efficiency of an antiGFP DARPin and a DARPin library (III). Previously, phage display of DARPins
by using the Sec-dependent translocation pathway had been highly inefficient.

5.1

Codon harmonization of the anti-digoxigenin
Fab fragment improves yield characteristics
and cell growth of E. coli

A codon-optimized synthetic anti-digoxigenin ScFv fragment [261] was initially
selected from a synthetic ScFv phage display library [254] and subsequently
converted into a Fab fragment by adding codon-optimized human constant light
(Cκ) and constant heavy (CH1) domains to the framework. However, the newly
formed codon-optimized synthetic human anti-digoxigenin Fab fragment caused
severe toxicity to the host cell, and therefore couldn’t be produced (Figure 9a). In
order to solve the problem, we decided to employ a codon harmonization method,
which had been previously applied to enhance the expression and folding of
heterologous proteins [87,96,113]. Codon harmonized segments included frame2CDRL2-frame3 of variable light domain (49–97 by IMGT numbering), constant
light domain and constant heavy domain. In addition, two codon pairs, one at the
start of the variable light region and another in the heavy chain PelB, were deoptimized. After harmonization of the segments and de-optimization of the codon
pairs, the viability of the cells was restored (Figure 9a). The codon harmonized
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Fab fragment (containing harmonized segments and de-optimized codon pairs) was
also relatively highly expressing in shake flask culture, yielding 4 mg of
immunoreactive Fab fragment in 2 x 200 ml culture volume. Codon harmonization
of the constant domains led to a striking increase in the diversity of codon usage.
The diversity of codon usage for the codon-optimized CH1 and Cκ were 18/61 and
20/61, respectively, whereas the same values for the codon harmonized segments
were 40/61 and 44/61 (Figure 9b). The difference was not so prominent between
the codon-optimized and codon harmonized frame2-CDRL2-frame3 segments.
a

b

Figure 9. Codon-optimized and codon harmonized synthetic human anti-digoxigenin Fab
fragments. (a) The upper gene represents codon-optimized Fab gene and the lower
codon harmonized Fab gene. Red segments indicate the harmonized/de-optimized
segments (positions are indicated below). PelB ss = signal sequence of pectate lyase
B, VL = variable light, CL = constant light, VH = variable heavy and CH = constant
heavy. The petri dish images show the transformation results of codon-optimized Fab
gene (upper) and codon harmonized Fab gene (lower). The Fab fragments were
expressed from a bicistronic mRNA. (b) The total codon counts in the codon-optimized
(red bars) and harmonized variable (black bars) segments (upper diagram) and in the
codon-optimized and harmonized constant segments (lower diagram). (Both images
are adapted from publication I)
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After indicating the beneficial effect of codon harmonization on cell growth and
Fab fragment yield, we aimed to find out the segment that had the most substantial
effect on the aforementioned properties. To this end, codon harmonized and deoptimized segments in the codon harmonized Fab fragment were replaced one-byone with respective codon-optimized segments by using traditional cloning
methods. The cloning procedure resulted in five codon variants, each of which
contained four codon harmonized/de-optimized segments and one codon-optimized
segment. Hereafter, the codon variants are referred to as variant 1 (optimized codon
pair at the start of the Fab gene), variant 2 (codon-optimized frame2-CDRL2frame3 segment), variant 3 (codon-optimized Cκ), variant 4 (optimized leucine
codon pair in the heavy chain PelB signal sequence) and variant 5 (codonoptimized CH1). The codon harmonized Fab containing all the harmonized/deoptimized segments is hereafter referred to as Fab0.

5.1.1

Codon-optimized constant light domain is a highly
deleterious segment in many respects

The codon variants and the Fab0 were expressed from pAK400 and pLK04 vectors
in XL1-Blue and BL21 strains in four different vector/strain combinations. The
vectors pAK400 and pLK04 were identical apart from the antibiotic resistance
marker. The vector pAK400 carried chloramphenicol acetyltransferase gene and
the vector pLK04 carried TEM-1 beta-lactamase gene. For phage display
experiments, the codon variants and the Fab0 were expressed from pEB32x vector
in XL1-Blue. The expression and phage display experiments were repeated three
times with each vector/strain combination. All the codon variants were compared
to the Fab0 in terms of cell growth, the total yield of the immunoreactive Fab
fragment and phage display efficiency. During the experiments, it became evident
that especially the variant 3 had a highly deleterious effect on all the
aforementioned properties. The variant 3 exhibited significantly negative effects on
cell growth (i.e. generation times) with almost all the tested vector/strain
combinations (except pAK400/BL21) (Table 1). The negative effect on cell
growth with pLK04/XL1-Blue and pLK04/BL21 combinations was, in fact, so
severe that no viable colonies were formed despite six independent transformation
attempts. The total yields of the variant 3 were 82 % lower in XL1-Blue and BL21
strain compared to that of the Fab0 (Table 2). Furthermore, the variant 3 caused
significant (Mann-Whitney U, 2-tailed, p = 0.002) decrease in phage display
efficiency along with the variant 2 (Mann-Whitney U, 2-tailed, p = 0.012) when
compared to the Fab0. The results were well in-line with earlier findings made by
Lin and colleagues, who described the detrimental effect of codon-optimization of
the light chain on the expression of a Fab fragment [16]. The authors found out that
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codon-optimization of the light chain increased the amount of insoluble Fab
fragment, thereby causing toxic effects on E. coli.
Table 1.

The average generation times. The average generation times of the harmonized Fab
fragment (Fab0), codon-optimized Fab fragment (sFab) and the codon variants from
three independent cultures are shown. The standard deviations of the generation
times are shown in parentheses.
The average generation times (min)

Variants

XL1-Blue

BL21

pAK400

pEB32x

pLK04

pAK400

pLK04

Fab0

45 (±0.8)

37 (±1.2)

56 (±2.2)

53 (±4.2)

109 (±11.3)

sFab

No growth

No growth

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

Variant 1

45 (±2.2)

40 (±4.5)

105 (±73.6)

51 (±5.7)

107 (±18.4)

Variant 2

98 (±6.2)

80 (±31.4)

67 (±2.1)

106 (±16.3)

Variant 3

77 (±17.1)

No growth

44 (±6.4)

No growth

Variant 4

45 (±4.5)

37 (±1.2)

88 (±21.1)

64 (±11.3)

66 (±17.7)

Variant 5

47 (±0.8)

44 (±10.7)

85 (±39.0)

56 (±2.1)

108 (±19.1)

42 (±5.0)

*
*

90 (±44.3)

*

*

*

* = Significantly different from Fab0; p ≤ 0.05
N.D. = not determined
No growth = a given gene could not be cloned or cultivated in liquid culture

5.1.2

The effect of codon usage modulation on expression
can depend on used strain and antibiotic resistance
marker

During the expression experiments, we observed that some codon variants were
strikingly affected by the antibiotic resistance marker of the expression vector. The
average total yields of the variant 2 were 79 % lower than the average total yields
of the Fab0 with pAK400/XL1-Blue combination, but when the variants and the
Fab0 were expressed from pLK04 vector in XL1-Blue strain, the average total
yields of the variant 2 increased by 111 % compared to that of the Fab0 (Table 2).
However, the average total yields of the variant 2 decreased significantly compared
to the Fab0, when expressed from the pLK04 vector in BL21 strain (Table 2). The
change of antibiotic resistance marker had even more dramatic effect on the
expression of the variant 5 (Table 2). With pAK400/XL1-Blue combination, the
variant 5 exhibited similar expression levels compared to Fab0, but with
pLK04/XL1-Blue combination, the expression of the variant 5 was severely
impaired and couldn’t be reliably detected (Table 2). Lastly, in terms of
expression, the variant 1 and variant 4 showed subtle preference for pAK400/BL21
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and pLK04/XL1-Blue combinations, respectively (Table 2). The results indicate
that modulation of codon usage for optimal heterologous expression is not
straightforward, but different factors can potentially affect the optimality of the
codon usage, thereby making the prediction of the outcome of the codon usage
modulation more difficult.
Table 2.

The average total yields of immunoreactive Fab fragment. The average total yields of
immunoreactive Fab fragment of the harmonized Fab fragment (Fab0), codonoptimized Fab fragment (sFab) and the codon variants from three independent
cultures are shown. The standard deviations of the total yields are shown in
parentheses.
The average total yields of immunoreactive Fab fragment (µg/ml)

Variants

Fab0
sFab

XL1-Blue

BL21

pAK400

pLK04

pAK400

pLK04

Total yield

Total yield

Total yield

Total yield

2.62 (±1.04)

1.68 (±0.21)

6.15 (±0.90)

7.80 (±2.78)

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

Variant 1

2.83 (±0.83)

1.94 (±0.84)

7.72 (±1.61)*

7.92 (±2.26)

N.D.

Variant 2

0.58 (±0.12)***

3.54 (±1.32)***

7.69 (±1.96)

2.49 (±3.38)**

Variant 3

0.47 (±0.04)***

N.D.

1.08 (±0.26)**

Variant 4

2.9 (±1.55)

2.40 (±0.39)**

7.26 (±1.48)

9.00 (±4.09)

Variant 5

2.18 (±0.53)

<0.0015***

7.16 (±1.27)

7.24 (±3.23)

N.D.

* = Significantly different from Fab0
* p < 0.05
** p < 0.01
*** p < 0.001
N.D. = not determined

5.2

Improved expression of Fab fragments through
screening combinatorial synonymous signal
sequence libraries

In the second publication, we studied how synonymous codon mutations
introduced into the light chain and the heavy chain PelB signal sequences affect the
yields of immunoreactive Fab fragments expressed from a bicistronic mRNA. To
this end, we used previously mentioned codon harmonized anti-digoxigenin Fab
fragment (Fab0) as a framework in order to establish three combinatorial signal
sequence libraries, which contained synonymous codon mutations in the n-region
(N–0 library), hydrophobic region (H–0 library), or c-region (C–0 library) of the
light and heavy chain PelB signal sequences (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. The design of the signal sequence libraries. The boundaries of each library are
marked with vertical bars. The amino acid sequence is shown above the codon
sequence. Numbers above the amino acid sequence illustrate the positional
diversity. Bold numbers above the table show the position number for each amino
acid in the sequence. Letters in italics denote the natural n-region, bold letters
denote the natural hydrophobic region and underlined letters denote the natural cregion. The codon sequences below the randomization schemes of the libraries are
parental light chain PelB (upper), parental heavy chain PelB (middle) and wild-type
PelB (lower). H = C, T, A; D = A, G, T; Y = C, T; V = A, G, C; R = A, G. (Adapted
from the publication II).

In each library, the given region was simultaneously diversified in both PelB signal
sequences. The libraries were fused to beta-lactamase gene (pEB07 vector) and
cultured in the presence of ampicillin in order to decrease the number of nonproductive signal sequence clones (frameshifted or truncated clones) and thereby
enrich productive signal sequence clones in the libraries. After the enrichment of
the productive signal sequence clones, the libraries were cloned into the pLK04
expression vector, and 279 clones from each library (837 in total) were cultured
and expressed on 96-well plates in 200 µl culture volume. The impact of
synonymously mutated signal sequence clones on the expression of
immunoreactive Fab fragment was analyzed by using time-resolved fluorometry
based immunoassay, and subsequently ranking the signal sequence clones based on
fluorescence intensities. Top 10 % cohort included 40 clones from the N–0 library,
21 clones from the H–0 library, and 23 clones from the C–0 library. From the top
10 % cohort, all the signal sequence clones bearing correctly mutated signal
sequences (including only planned synonymous mutations) in either one or both
chains were selected for more tightly controlled secondary screening implemented
in 5 ml culture volume. The secondary screening included 30, 10 and 18 signal
sequence clones from the N–0, H–0 and C–0 libraries, respectively (Figure 11). Of
the secondary screened N–0 library signal sequence clones, 43 % exhibited at least
twofold, and 17 % at least threefold increase in Fab fragment expression compared
to the Fab0 (carrying parental PelB signal sequences). Furthermore, the best signal
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sequence clone (N–0 2), which exhibited over fivefold increase in Fab fragment
expression compared to the Fab0, was obtained from the N–0 library. In the H–0
library, 40 % and 0 % of the clones exhibited at least twofold or threefold increase
in expression compared to the Fab0, respectively. Respective percentages for the
C–0 library were 22 % and 6 %. The fraction of clones showing decreased
expression in N–0, H–0 and C–0 libraries were 23 %, 30 % and 22 %, respectively.
Moderately high fraction of clones showing decreased expression in each library
highlights the difficulty of controlling the variation of the expression levels in the
primary screening campaigns implemented in 96-well format. The high variation
arises from the challenges to normalize the cell number and the growth phase of the
cells in each well before induction.

Figure 11. Fold difference in expression compared to the Fab0. The libraries and clones of each
library are shown on the x-axis and separated by vertical lines. Gray bars indicate
decreased expression compared to the Fab0.

The best signal sequence clone N–0 2 was expressed in triplicate in 500 ml culture
volume to demonstrate that the results are also applicable in more relevant
production scales. On average, the PelB codon sequences of the N–0 2 increased
the total yields of immunoreactive Fab fragment by more than threefold compared
to the Fab0. Furthermore, the PelB codon sequences of the N–0 2 significantly
improved Fab fragment translocation efficiency as 78 % of the total amount of the
immunoreactive Fab fragment was found in the periplasm, whereas in the case of
the Fab0, the translocation efficiency was only 56 % (T-test, Equal variances
assumed, Sig. 2-tailed p = 0.005). Finally, the light chain and the heavy chain PelB
codon sequences of the N–0 2 were cloned into two other Fab fragments, antimicrocystin Fab and anti-SORLA (sortilin-related receptor) Fab, in order to see if
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the improved PelB codon sequences can be used to increase the expression of other
Fab fragments as well. Indeed, the introduction of the PelB codon sequences of the
N–0 2 increased the expression in the case of both Fab fragments. The yields of the
immunoreactive anti-microcystin Fab fragment equipped with N–0 2 PelBs
increased by 3.9-fold compared to the anti-microcystin Fab fragment equipped
with parental PelBs. The yields of the immunoreactive anti-SORLA Fab fragment
equipped with parental PelBs were below the reliable detection limit of the
employed immunoassay, but the N–0 2 PelBs increased the yields clearly above the
detection limit. Together the results show that the modulation of the codon usage of
the signal sequence is a potential approach for increasing the expression of Fab
fragments with different target specificities.

5.2.1

Synonymous codon identity at fifth leucine position is
especially important for Fab fragment expression

The relationship between codon usage of the PelB signal sequence and the
expression levels was analyzed by using different codon usage metrics and
statistical methods. The analyses revealed that synonymous codon identity at fifth
leucine position located in the n-region of the PelB signal sequence (N–0 library)
had a significant effect on the expression of immunoreactive Fab fragment. The
relationship between synonymous codon usage at fifth leucine position and the Fab
fragment expression was found by plotting the expression levels of the clones
against relative adaptiveness values (wi) of codons at each codon position in each
library and analyzing the significance of the correlations with Spearman rank
correlation coefficient (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Correlation between the relative adaptiveness values and the expression levels of
immunoreactive Fab fragment. Black line (with diamond markers) indicates the p-value
at given position in the light chain PelB and grey line (with triangle markers) indicates
the p-value at given position in the heavy chain PelB. Dashed black line (with square
markers) indicates the Spearman rank correlation coefficient at given position in the
light chain PelB and dashed grey line (with sphere markers) indicates the Spearman
rank correlation coefficient at given position in the heavy chain PelB. Horizontal
dashed black and grey lines indicate the levels below which the correlations are
significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple correlations in the light chain PelB
(0.00714) and in the heavy chain PelB (0.00625) respectively. Positions where solid
black or grey line goes below the dashed vertical lines are considered as statistically
significant. (Adapted from publication II)

Further examination of the fifth leucine position was implemented by pooling the
N–0 library clones based on the codon identity at the fifth leucine position and
comparing the average expression levels between the pools. The further
examination showed that the most optimal leucine codon CTG caused a significant
decrease in the expression of immunoreactive Fab fragment compared to leucine
codons CTA (Kruskal-Wallis Adj. Sig. p = 0.005) and CTT (Kruskal-Wallis Adj.
Sig. p = 0.035). CTA codon is one of the rare codons in E. coli [7,90]. The finding
was confirmed by using Leu-5 CTA and Leu-5 CTG single-codon variants, which
differed from each other only in terms of synonymous codon identity at the fifth
leucine position. The Leu-5 CTA single codon variant exhibited on average 1.8fold higher expression of immunoreactive Fab fragment than the Leu-5 CTG
single-codon variant (T-test, Equal variances assumed, Sig. 2-tailed p = 3.62 x 10–
9
). The average expression levels of the single-codon variants were also compared
to that of respective codon pools, but no significant differences were observed. The
result indicates that synonymous codon identity at the fifth leucine position is
indeed an important factor affecting the expression levels. The Leu-5 CTA singlecodon variant was also compared to a variant having a rare [Leu-4]-[Leu-5]-[Pro-6]
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codon run, because previous studies have described the beneficial effects of
rare/non-optimal codons in the signal sequences on protein expression [142–144].
Surprisingly, the rare codon run variant exhibited 1.3-fold lower expression of
immunoreactive Fab fragment than the Leu-5 single codon variant (T-test, Equal
variances assumed, Sig. 2-tailed p = 0.000016). Furthermore, no significant
correlations were observed between the expression levels and CAI values of the
three signal sequence regions. The data shows that in terms of protein expression,
the position of the rare/non-optimal codon is more important than the sheer number
of rare/non-optimal codons.

5.2.2

Secondary structures of the mRNA in the translation
initiation regions of the light chain and the heavy chain
affect Fab fragment expression

In addition to the analysis of the relationship between the codon usage and the
expression of immunoreactive Fab fragment, we also analyzed the impact of local
mRNA secondary structures on the expression of immunoreactive Fab fragment.
The mRNA sequences of the signal sequence clones in each library were folded by
using the “mRNA profile v2” module of the Visual Gene Developer, which
employs sliding window analysis in order to determine local Gibbs free energy of
the mRNA at each base position. Then the expression levels of the clones were
plotted against the positional Gibbs free energy in each library, and the significance
of the correlations was analyzed as described previously. The sliding window
analysis indicated that reduced mRNA secondary structures in 30 nt region
centered around 155–157 and 159–160 nt correlated significantly with increased
expression of immunoreactive Fab fragment in the N–0 library (Figure 13). The
positions that correlated significantly with the expression of immunoreactive Fab
fragment were located in the translation initiation region between the ShineDalgarno sequence and the start codon. This result was in line with the previous
studies, which have reported the same relationship between decreased mRNA
secondary structures and increased protein expression in the translation initiation
region [99–101]. Surprisingly, however, reduced mRNA secondary structures in 30
nt region centered around 886 nt, which was located in the proximity of the heavy
chain Shine-Dalgarno sequence, correlated significantly (r = –573, p = 0.0009;
Bonferroni corrected alpha level = 0.0013) with decreased expression of
immunoreactive Fab fragment in the N–0 library.
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Figure 13. The mRNA secondary structure analysis of the library clones. The upper figure shows
the folded region. The arrow above the illustration of the bicistronic Fab fragment gene
indicates the length of the analyzed region. Positions of the Lac promoter, translation
initiation region, the light chain PelB start and the heavy chain PelB start are shown.
The lower figure shows the correlation between positional Gibbs free energy of mRNA
secondary structure and Fab expression in the light chain region of the N-0 library.
Black line indicates the p-value at given position and dashed black line indicates the
level below which the correlation is significant. Grey line indicates the Spearman rank
correlation coefficient value at given position. The grey arrow denotes the start and the
translational direction of the light chain PelB. (Modified from publication II)

We also observed that when rare leucine codon CTA resided at the fifth leucine
position, reduced mRNA secondary structures in the translation initiation region
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correlated significantly with increased expression of immunoreactive Fab fragment (r
= 0.845, p = 0.034). A similar trend was not observed with other analyzed leucine
codons, indicating that the effect was codon specific. The relationship between
mRNA secondary structures in the translation initiation region and codon usage at
the fifth leucine position was further explored by using single-codon variant Leu-5
CTA and a new single-codon variant Leu-5 TTA. Both variants had exactly the same
Gibbs free energy profile, but different relative adaptiveness values (CTA, wi =
0.0724; TTA, wi = 0.2636). The expression levels of immunoreactive Fab fragment
produced by the single-codon variant Leu-5 CTA were on average (five independent
expressions) 26 % higher than the respective expression levels of the single-codon
variant Leu-5 TTA after 3 h of induction. The difference between the variants was
significant as well (T-test, Equal variances assumed, Sig. 2-tailed p = 0.000004).
Previously it has been suggested that AT-rich rare/non-optimal codons are enriched
at the N-terminus of the genes to reduce mRNA secondary structures at the start of
the genes [99–101], but our data implied that reduced mRNA secondary structures in
the translation initiation region and the occurrence of a rare codon at the fifth leucine
position might have additive but independent roles, at least in signal sequences.
Previously Zalucki et al. had hypothesized that the combination of rapid translation
initiation (reduced mRNA secondary structures in the translation initiation region)
and rare/non-optimal codons in the signal sequence could be associated with higher
efficiency in protein translocation or recycling of chaperones [146].

5.2.3

Synonymous alanine codon pairs in the hydrophobic
region of the heavy chain PelB increase Fab fragment
expression

Signal sequence clones in the H–0 library carrying synonymous alanine codon pairs
[Ala-8]–[Ala-9] in the hydrophobic region of the heavy chain PelB signal sequence
exhibited, on average, almost twofold higher expression of immunoreactive Fab
fragment than signal sequence clones in the H–0 library without synonymous alanine
codon pairs at the respective position. The difference between the two groups was
also statistically significant (T-test, Equal variances assumed, Sig. 2-tailed p =
0.006). In general, signal sequence clones in the H–0 library had a high frequency of
synonymous codon pairs. The high frequency of synonymous codon pairs in the
hydrophobic region might be related to the structural sensitivity of the region.
Cannarrozzi et al. reported that synonymous codon pairs can increase translation
speed up to 30 % [262], and Pechmann and Frydman, in turn, reported that
hydrophobic regions have a high frequency of codons, which are translated rapidly
[263]. Therefore, it is plausible that the purpose of the synonymous codon pairs in
the hydrophobic region is to increase the translation speed.
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5.3

Enhancement of Sec dependent translocation
of DARPins by using synonymous PelB signal
sequence libraries

Many previous studies have shown that Sec dependent translocation of stable and
fast-folding proteins is highly inefficient due to the post-translational nature of the
pathway, but the translocation efficiency of these proteins can be substantially
improved when they are directed to the co-translational SRP pathway [19,264–
266]. This also applies to the phage display of DARPins, which are highly stable
and fast-folding proteins. Steiner et al. tested several different signal sequences
(including PelB), which directed the transported DARPins either to the Sec
pathway or to the SRP pathway, in order to achieve efficient phage display of
DARPins. The authors observed that the co-translational SRP pathway was
superior to the post-translational Sec pathway when it came to the translocation of
DARPins. Among the signal sequences using the SRP pathway, the DsbA signal
sequence was the most efficient [19]. Nevertheless, the Sec dependent translocation
pathway has a greater transportation capacity than the SRP pathway [188], which is
why improved translocation of the stable and fast-folding proteins via the Sec
pathway would be highly attractive. The high transportation capacity is desirable
because the amounts of the expressed protein of interest can sometimes be
extremely high [2]. These points coupled with the good results obtained from the
previous study, in which the expression and Sec dependent translocation of Fab
fragments were improved by using synonymous PelB signal sequence libraries,
encouraged us to explore the potential of the libraries in enhancing the Sec
dependent translocation of an anti-GFP DARPin, and thereby improve Sec
dependent phage display efficiency of the DARPin. The anti-GFP DARPin gene
was cloned into two previously established synonymous PelB signal sequence
libraries, of which one contained synonymous codon mutations in the n-region
(DARPin N library) and another in the hydrophobic region (DARPin H library). By
primary screening 900 clones from both libraries and secondary screening selected
clones in five replicates, we were able to identify clones that exhibited significantly
improved phage display of the anti-GFP DARPin compared to the parental PelB. In
total, nine clones exhibited significantly improved phage display levels. Seven
clones (DN1, -2, -5, -6, -8, -9 and -10) (Figure 14 a) were found from the
DARPin N library and two (DH4 and DH7) (Figure 14 b) from DARPin H
library. The best DARPin N library clone DN5 and the best DARPin H library
clone DH4 showed on average over 9-fold (Mann-Whitney U, Asymp. 2-tailed
sig. p = 0.009) and 10-fold improvement (Mann-Whitney U, Asymp. 2-tailed
sig. p = 0.009) in phage display of the anti-GFP DARPin, respectively, when
compared to the parental PelB. Astonishingly, the best DARPin N library clone
exhibited significant, 1.8-fold (Mann-Whitney U, Asymp. 2-tailed sig. p =
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0.027) improvement in display of the anti-GFP DARPin also when compared to

the DsbA signal sequence, which directs proteins of interest to the SRP pathway.
However, in addition to the planned synonymous mutations, the best DARPin N
library clone DN5 included one unexpected A8V mutation. Also, it should be noted
the average display levels of the best DARPin H library clone DH4 were better
(~1.6-fold) than the average display levels of the anti-GFP DARPin carrying DsbA
signal sequence, although the difference was not significant.
a

●
**

**

**
*

** *

**

b

**
**

Figure 14. Average display levels of the secondary screened PelB signal sequence clones. (a)
DARPin N library and (b) DARPin H library. The display level is the time-resolved
europium signal measured from the immunoassay detecting the specific phage
binding to the biotinylated GFP divided by the signal measured from total phage
immunoassay. Error bars represent standard deviation of five replicate phage
productions (exceptions DN4, 6, 9, 11, 14; n = 4) Significant differences to the parental
PelB and DsbA are shown by asterisk (*) and sphere (●), respectively. Mann-Whitney
U, *(●) p < 0.05; **(●●) p < 0.01.

We also tested the capability of the best signal sequence clones to improve the
display of a DARPin library on the surface of phage particles by fusing DN5,
DN10 and DH4 signal sequences to a DARPin library containing serine/tyrosine
binary diversity at 23 positions. In order to analyze whether n-region and
hydrophobic region mutations would have additive effects on display levels, two
combinatory mutants (DN5–DH4 and DN10–DH4) were created. The DN5–DH4
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combination was designed not to contain A8V substitution of DN5 to exclude the
effect of the substitution on display levels, and to investigate only the impact of
synonymous mutations. In general, all tested PelB signal sequence clones exhibited
statistically significant (according to Mann-Whitney U test) improvement in
display of the binary library compared to the parental PelB. Clones DN5, DN10,
DH4, DN5–DH4 and DN10–DH4 showed ~7-fold (p = 0.008), ~2-fold (p = 0.032),
~4-fold (p = 0.008), ~3-fold (p = 0.008) and ~6-fold (p = 0.008) increase in
display, respectively, when compared to the parental PelB (Figure 15).
Furthermore, clones DN5 and DN5–DH4 significant improvement compared to the
DsbA signal sequence (Figure 15). Both signal sequences improved the display of
the binary library by almost 2-fold (p = 0.008) when compared to DsbA. The
combinatory clone DN5–DH4 didn’t show any significant improvement in display
efficiency when compared to the DN5 indicating that the A8V substitution was not
the determining factor for higher display and that n-region and hydrophobic region
sequences did not have a synergistic effect on the display level. The variant DN10
was the only variant exhibiting significantly lower display level of binary library
DARPins compared to DsbA (Figure 15), which is surprising since the clone
DN10 was slightly better in displaying anti-GFP DARPin than DsbA. Furthermore,
the DN10–DH4 showed decreased display levels of the binary library compared to
the DH4 alone, which together with the DN5–DH4 results suggest that n-region
codon usage is a major factor in dictating the display efficiency.
●●

●●

**

**

**

**

●●
*

Figure 15. Effect of PelB signal sequence clones on average display levels of the DARPin
serine/tyrosine binary library. All the average display levels are relative to the display
levels of binary library displayed with DsbA signal sequence. Error bars represent
standard deviation of five independent phage productions. Significant differences to
the parental PelB and DsbA are shown by asterisk (*) and sphere (●), respectively.
Mann-Whitney U, *(●) p < 0.05; **(●●) p <0.01.
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Conclusions

Different binding proteins, such as antibodies, antibody fragments, and many
binders based on non-immunoglobulin scaffolds, have already established
themselves in therapeutics, diagnostics, and basic research, but they are becoming
increasingly important in such applications. For example, it has been predicted that
therapeutic antibody markets alone will grow up to 15 % by 2022, reaching a worth
of 200 billion [267]. Therefore, efficient engineering and production of the binding
proteins is vital. During the recent years, researchers have discovered that codon
usage is a major factor dictating the translational efficiency. Nevertheless, many
codon usage related factors are still not very well understood, and the effects of
codon usage on the expression of some highly relevant proteins are not sufficiently
examined or not examined at all. In this thesis, we studied the impacts of codon
usage on the expression and phage display efficiency of two relevant binding
protein formats, Fab fragments and DARPins, in E. coli. We successfully improved
the expression and phage display efficiency of Fab fragments as well as phage
display efficiency of the anti-GFP DARPin and DARPin library through
modulation of codon usage. Based on the results obtained from the original
publications, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(I)

The codon harmonization approach is an efficient way to drastically
increase the expression of Fab fragment, even if it was initially highly toxic
to the host cell. Furthermore, the outcome of the modulation of codon
usage can depend on the employed strain and antibiotic resistance marker,
which suggests, that one gene design is not necessarily the most optimal
one in all conditions.

(II)

By screening improved synonymous PelB signal sequences from the
synonymous PelB signal sequence libraries, the expression levels of
different Fab fragments can be efficiently increased, and simultaneously
provide new design parameters regarding the PelB signal sequence.
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(III)

The synonymous PelB signal sequence libraries can also be used to
improve the display efficiency of Sec pathway translocated DARPins.
Previously, the translocation of the stable and fast-folding DARPins via the
post-translational Sec pathway has been highly inefficient. Moreover, the
results suggest that synonymous PelB signal sequence libraries can be used
to improve secretion of proteins, which are very different from each other.

In conclusion, it can be argued that the modulation of codon usage is a worthy
approach among the methods used to improve protein expression and phage
display efficiency. The modulation of codon usage is an attractive way to increase
protein expression when, for example, amino acid sequence cannot be altered (due
to change in physicochemical properties), or one cannot add anything to the system
(e.g. chaperone co-expression). This thesis provides new ideas and ways to
improve protein expression and phage display efficiency by means of codon usage
modulation.
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